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Amateur Skippers May Get

Hlrewith Uab e P°,nters Being a Detailed Story of the Amazing “Fams- Major Entertainment Series Is Announced For Charles M. Lawry Tells the High Lights and
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This is the season of small boat
tion and very reasonable
accidents, states the Bureau of MaNEWSPAPER HISTORY
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worth House” Now Open To Public

Presentation In Camden Opera House

ComedyAngles Of C. A .C. In Camp

True to Is name as the summer can men make a distinctive contrl- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— which have been moved down near
(By Katherine McDonald)
amusement
capital of Eastern bution to dancing. Shawn, ploThe National Guard planes ar the machine shops. "Bob" CuthSplendor of a bygone era, re- an air of sumptuous elegance in
neering for years to restore danc rived Tuesday. The truck drivers bertson is in the kitchen every
the
dining
room
where
a
walnut
Maine,
Camden
will
see
four
na
| ligiously preserved by the “Hetty
table ls laid with the meticulous tionally recognized companies ap ing for men to its rightful standing, miss Sgts. Chandler and Chase os morning at 3.30. James Huntley
Don't overload the boat. No boat Green of Rockland" (Miss Lucy C.
care
of an erstwhile gentry. Mono pearing at Camden Opera House has now organized and trained the they were landmarks in camp. Sgt. and "Nipper" Williamson, second
---,
. £ safe overloaded.
Farnsworth) transports the casual gramed linen napkins repose in under title of the Camden Town first company in modern times com Thompson seems lost without his cooks, are there on the last call.
» ♦
Don't rock the boat (that's like visitor at (the -Elm street museum
silver holders and on an adjacent, Hall series. On July 26 come the posed entirely of men dancers and old pal. Donald Robbins.
Douglas Anderson has the most
••
To have what we want is ■- saying "I didn't know it was into an "Alice in Wonderland" at hand carved buffet rest the last famous "Yale Puppetteers" fol- j with them he presents a program
The Recreation Club organized points on the efficiency medal con
— riches, but to be able to do
loaded").
mosphere. Restoration of a re word in polished dining accessor- lowed August 3 by nationally known ' of dances essentially masculine in and voted to send a note of regret test but Is hard pressed by "Ted”
••• without, is power.—War Cry
cluse's neglected abode into a man ies. An engraving of the “Last Ted Shawn and his company of principle and performance.
to the ex-leader, Ernest Hun'.. Libby who has 86 points. Anderson
sion of immaculate heirlooms causes Supper" is the only wall ornament male dancers. On August 9 the
The third of the Camden Town The writer wonders if Ernest is lias 93 Wednesday was the best
blinks of amazement on the part though a low shelf holds a china University Gilbert and Sullivan Hall Series will be University Oilday in camp. Batteries E and F
Mayor Veazie was guest speaker
of those who vividly remember the clock merrily’ ticking in a trans Opera Company will make its pre- | bert and Sullivan Opera Company
fired their settling shots at 12.05.
at the Rotary meeting yesterday.
dilapidated
condition of
the parent mechanism.
sentation and the series will close who will present the "Gondoliers."
Hie anti-aircraft and maohine guns
He presented an admirable survey
originals
with widely acclaimed Ruth St. This is a company of 45 young voices
were on practice duty and it will
of civic affairs by comparing con
In execution of Miss Farnsworth's
Denis and her dancers.
especially selected from the best
not be long now before we shall be
ditions of 25 years ago in al) de
A floor covering of unique
will, the homestead is open to pub
The first of these events. The singers in eastern colleges and is
hearing, “Boom, boom!" I am
partments of our city life with those
lic inspection the first Wednesday “spattered" composition is used in Yale Puppetters, are a coast-to- accompanied by a string ensemble.
anxoius to hear how the rookies
of today.
Summer “member,"
of
June. July, August and Septem the kitchen and here the object coast attraction. Originating in
On August 27. Kuth St. Denis, the
stand it.
Prank Poland of the Boston Club,
ber, for a nominal fee. Scores of causing greatest wonderment is ar. side a college dormitory room at pioneer of modern Interpretive
We had the belt line Wednesday
made his appearance. Other visit
persons are finding connoisseur's iron built-in stove containing two Ann Arbor Michigan for the amuse dancing, comes to the concert
night. All the rookies and Lleuts.
ing Rotarians were R. I. Peterson of
delight in the period furnishlq^s oven6, four warmers but only one ment of their creators, the puppets platform with a highly trained
Calkins and Rossnagel went through
Portland and Kenneth Christophe
Don't try to show off in a boat.
while
other scores are satisfying a firebox. A coke stove stands on walked into the hearts of neighbor group of young girls. Leader, teach
cf Needham, Mass. Arthur K Orne
with the rest of them. They are
Don't fool in a boat.
long termed curiosity. The house the floor and a flat iron, a huge ing civic organizations, and led er and forerunner of such dancers
Wilmington. Del., David Keating,
good sports. We are looking for
Don't change scats in a small boat.
and contents have been miracle- boxlight arrangement. Is fitted with their masters on to a vagabonding as Martha Graham. Doris Humph
Lee. Mass , R M . Ludwig and John
ward to a busy weekend. The sec
Don't venture too far in a small
ized into a replica of the structure a hollow handle which required a tour of the state during the sum rey and Charles Weidman and
ond innoculations Thursday night
J Murphy, Bridgeport, Conn were boat.
as it existed in the days of the W. charge of coke before milady's fin mer. Since then affection for the others who have since become fa
meant more sore arms.
guests
Don't brave a thunder squall.
ery could be pressed . Maple is the puppets has become widespread, mous. Miss St. Denis now more "We all wanted to be present at the
A. Farnsworth regime.
Tlie Black Cat mentioned the
Seek shelter in time.
firemen's muster but the Army
The square, smooth walled dwell wood in this room and maple is the and their reputation is nationwide. than ever before holds her audience
scarcity of red heads in Knox
Don't take chances when non
thought differently”
ing glistens in a white painted old, old covered desk which bears Soon after their undergraduate days spellbound with the beauty and
County There are three in Bat
JULY 13,14,15,16
swimmers are along.
coat, brightened with grass green on its tilted lid an open copy of at Ann Arbor, the puppets went to grace of her superb technique and
tery F Robert Dow, Ernest Hoffses,
at the
Don't forget spare oars and an
drumming them out early in Rock
blinds. It Ls surrounded by a white the Rockland Free Press dated 1877 the famous Yale workshop for fur flawless rhythmn.
and Charles Cole have been visitors
chor.
picket fence, an old fashioned gate In a pantry off the kitchen is an ther development, and during enLocal contacts for the Camden land. All wanted to be present at at camp. The boys are looking for
Don't fail to provide life belts for
firemen's muster but the Army ward to Maynard Wentworth's visit
with latch opening on a short walk. array of Haviland china, .crocks gagements in that vicinity were ! Town Hall Series are being made, j
children.
"
'"J to 1 gunday
differently. ’I was glad
Shrubbery has added to the demijohns and delicate ware which given their name of the Yale Pup- | by the charming but altogether thought
Don't expose others while you are
attractiveness of the neat, con would strike envy to the heart of petteers. Since then, they have business like business manager, note that the old Gen. Berry was
I helped put out a tent fire In Bat
learning.
servative front which all but any ambitious homemaker.
had a theatre of their own in New , Miss Helen Frame who summers at right up there with the rest of tery H today. Tlie damage was
Don't be afraid of a boat—re
Barred with a silk cord, the spec Hampshire, a club on the outskirts 1 The Battery, Belfast Miss Frame, them. Congratulations to Van and slight. Frankie Williams Ls holding
Sherwood Keith
shouts aloud its aristocracy and
spect it.
in collaboration with
former glory. A bronze letter slot tator may view only from a dis of Hollywood and a little theatre; product of the College of William the boys.
Ernest Hunt's position very well.
Small sail boats must be cautious
J. J. Celi
The First Battalion paraded Mon Ray Dawson was married Wednes
marked “W. A. Farnsworth" is af tance the jewel of the domain, in historic Olvera Street in Los Ang- ; and Mary and of Radcliff has had
presents
ly handled.
fixed to the door panel and to the the parlor. Two Victorian sofas eles, with ever-increasing popular- , ample background in her profession, day in place of the Third Battalion day night in Portland. Sgt. Staples
Don't make fast the main sheet.
j right appears a square white tab- of satin covered brocade are ity. In Camden they will be seen; having appeared with the well originally scheduled. The CCC re was heard to remark that they stay
Don't jibe in a heavy wind.
j let with these words: “Lucy C. matched with a richly bright and heard in their latest musical known Williamsburg Players in creation hall has been opened for three or four days In the mess
Don't be afraid to shorten sail.
Farnsworth Homestead: Open to floraled carpet of thick English revue "It's a Small World."
Virginia presented programs over the boys and band concerts will be shack, learn to cook and then sign
Don't attempt to carry sail
the public, June 1. July 6. Aug.3, pile, while the windows, walnut
The second of the events, Ted WEEI and last season with the held for the enlisted men Tuesday their death warrants.
through a thunder squall.
and Friday by the 240th Band con
Sept. 7 — 10 to 2. Admission, $1.00" corniced, are resplendant in lace Shawn and his team of eight Ameri- I Marshfield players.
Charles M. Lawry.
Motor boats have particular haz
sisting of 35 players, Warrant
curtains and heavy overdrapes of
Fort Williams. July 7.
ards.
Officer Stevens, conductor.
Off a broad hall, in what ls subdued shades. Here enshrine!
Don't take chances with fire and known as the sitting room, may be are family portraits including an
Adjutant General's Day was Wed
explosion.
seen the treasure trove of Rock- J oil painting of Miss Earnsworth’s
nesday.
Next Sunday will be
Don't tolerate an Installation land's Croesus. A large inclined brother. Willie. 6, and sister, Fan
Visitors
’
Day
when it is expected
By Daniel Kusell
which lacks modern safeguards.
there will be 10,000 persons in cainp
plate glass show case is utilized to nie, who died at the age of 24
Wed. through Sak Evgs at 8.30
Don't allow gas or oil in the bilge. j display such valuables as diamond Tradition has it that these two
Prices: 75c. $1.00 (plus tax)
Many improvements have been Benefit Affair At Communi
Don
t
forget
your
wake
can
dam

Telephone Boothbay 455
made. All the mess shacks have
ty Building Will Have
rings, gold jewelry and solid silver were considered the prime fruit of
age others.
Route 27
been painted and a new one built.
ware. Mulberry and band gold sets the family tree. A picture of
Bob White’s Music
Don't operate near swimmers in I of priceless china hobnob with cop- William A. Farnsworth, one of the
Unofficial rumors have been cir_____
the water.
culated to the effect that a new
-'Wp ollght
get togpther ftnd
per lusterware, cut glass and gob- city's earliest business promoters
Violation of these ordinary pre
lets of every size and description. and founder of a fortune, occupies
Battery J is to be added to the I do something for him" said Fred
cautions can bring disaster.
DANCING
The Garden Club held its annual done much to Increase the beauty Second Battalion. Lieut. Newbert M Blacklngton a fortnight ago,
The room itself, as does the house a prominent position on an easel
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
business meeting and election of of the streets and homes in Camden. is well pleased with his gun crew.
generally, breathes of the Victorian frame.
.speaking of a well liked and falthSOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALI.
“As president it has been my de
, period, with every article choicely
officers at Whitehall Inn June 30
’ * * *
ful public servant, who has had an
DOUG VINAL'S ORCHESTRA
sire and a persistent effort has been
! rare and enhanced in value by age.
In
a
recent
ball
game,
Stewart
unprecedented
series of illnesses
with
a
goodly
number
present.
Six bed rooms and a bath con
9 to 12.30 Daylight
Good Time
made by committees, not only to
Lace curtains, covered with rich
The president, Mrs. P. G Willey, continue club activities, but to de started by walking the first batter and misfortunes. With characterte82*It j
stitute the upper floor. Empire
maroon drapes are topped with
chamber sets with regal marble presided in her usual charming and velop an interest in other projects. and striking out the next two. Uc energy, Mr Blacklngton began
brass cornices. A three-set candel
walking the fourth man. The fifth the doing at once
topped dressers and Tull length capable manner and the business i In 1936 an innovation was tried out
abra with prismatic drops sets on
hit a double, scoring two runs.
At a reBUlt police officers and
mirrors furnish the front section,
was taken care of promptly. Re —a program committee of three Stewart struck out the sixth batter fjremen as well as several private
the mantle over a fireplace of
but in Miss Farnsworth's own
was appointed and an instructive
Thomaston marble, and facing it
"castle" where thousands of dol ports showed that the Club was in program was arranged for the en to end the inning. Zeenan was giv- citizens are successfully selling
stands a Gilbert organ. Oil paint
lars in cash and negotiable securi good coffdition and that all its tire year, which has worked out en poor support and hit hard in the tickets for a great benefit dance to
ings of pastoral scenes, a sofa,
second inning for four runs, six hits be held Monday night. July II at
ties were found after her death, branches were active, and that much very satisfactorily. In this way it
DOUBLE HEADER
table and straight-backed chairs
and a base on balls, including Rob- , Community Building. The police
progress
has
been
made
under
the
the bed, washstand and chair are
was possible to have a balanced inson's double and an error by the
complete the room.
TODAY, JULY 9
department is especially active, put
direction
of
this
year's
officers.
of modest pine, painted in apple
program for the various Club activi center fielder.
Solid silver tea services create
These officers were elected: Mrs.
ting into the effort the full enthu
green
with
a
floral
motif.
This
ties—roadside improvement, conser
COMMUNITY PARK—3.00 P. M.
Katon and Robinson were the siasm that makes the annual dance
E.
A.
Robbins,
president:
Mrs.
room in the central part of the
vation and junior nature, planning only Thomaston players to hit
of the force such a sucoes.
CAMDEN vs. BOOTHBAY HARBOR
house is small and its only other Charles A. Perry. Mrs. Ora Brown, and zoning and horticulture. Pro
doubles. Alter that. Zeenan settled
An indication of the spirit of the
NOW OPEN
content is an ancient sewing vice presidents: Miss Bessie Bow grams were printed the next year
ST. GEORGE vs. WISCASSET
down till the fourth when three hits affair ls manifested in the action of
machine with double foot treds. ers. secretary-treasurer; Mrs. How eliminating monthly notices—the
and an error on first scored two j Bob White and his famous Country
ADMISSION 35 CENTS
Apollonio, executive commit- ~__ ,
.,
Relic of gentility is a complete ard
.
■
expenditure being $18 less than in more runs and drove Zeenan to the
tee:
Mrs.
A.
E
Greenlaw,
program
,
™
,
,
,
Club Orchestra. This fine dance
manicure set, somewhat more mod _____ „„______________________ previous years.
The club also showers, Charles Cole, the star of
band is playing at Oakland Park
em than the general run of pos committee: Miss Alice Hansen, planted a Ginko tree native to
PEMAQI'II) BEACH
roadside
improvement
committee;
and the whole band. Mr White and
sessions.
Japan with metal marker in Knox
Mrs. P. G. Willey, conservation
all players, have volunteered their
Mores
the
pity
that
congested
Arboretum
Boiled and Live Lobsters
services gratis for Community
columns make imperative super- committee; Arthur Huse, auditor;
‘Our first fall flower snow of
and Clams
Building Monday night. This is one
condensed descriptive passages on Miss Edith Clough, and Hamilton winter bouquets and holiday greens
Plan vour dinner or pienic on the
of the ace bands to appear In this
hoards of antiquity worthy of a Hal1, Publicity committee.
Old Fort Wharf
was held in 1936. The schedule of
section in years and their fine
Mrs.
Henry
Stickney
of
Belmont,
John R. Partridge, Prop.
bulky volume. Four hours four
six classes was from the Massachu
spirit has met with great public
78"Th81
Charlie Lawry tells the world
Let us make a careful study and an expert
times a year is the visitation time Mass., was guest speaker and was setts Horticultural Society. The
appreciation.
much
enjoyed
by
her
enthusiastic
limit at this pleasingly odd re
show created so much interest, plans
survey of the insurance you carry and check
treat, every corner of which con listeners. Mrs. Stickney used as were made for a show last Novem the Mercantile League, pitched the
MAY BAN HORSES
tains curious objects of beauty and subject "Italy of Today," and Illus ber. As the Rockland club had be fifth inning, striking out two men
DANCING TONIGHT
it against the ne eds of today. It will give you
trated
her
talk
with
colored
slides.
and
getting
the
third
with
an
out

value which could amply supply
and
come Interested in a fall show and
Horses and mules will be com
The rest of the afternoon was en
delightful findings throughout a
Every Thurs. and Sat.
peace of mind, and it may save you money.
both clubs were desirous of having field fly. Battery F made three hits pletely banished from Rio de
joyed
with
a
social
hour,
and
re

day s duration.
9.00 to 1.00 D. 8. T.
Mrs. Albert Benedict of Montclair but did not score. Battery A made Janeiro, Brazil, if a new municipal
in the Farnsworth homestead ^resllments were served. The Gar
N. J., lecture on winter bouquets only two hits off Stewart in the last ordinance is passed. The increasing
there have been preserved in den piub does not plan a flower and holiday decorations, a joint five innings. Battery G Ls next in
number of motor vehicles has re
quaint grandeur the traditional es show this year but plans are in the show of the Rockland. Thomaston line; also another game with Bat
DAMARISCOTTA
duced the use of such animals
making
for
some
actlvitiy
and
this
tery A.
sence and spirit of a family sturdily
and Camden clubs was held, which
throughout the city to an occasion
LLOYD RAFNELL
independent and clannishly loyal— will be taken up at the first meet was an unprecedented success with
E. C. MORAN CO., Inc.
al
mule carting coffee from the
and his GEORGIANS
typically illustrative of a vanished ing of the executive committee in attendance from Boston. Portland
warehouse to the steamer. Motor
NO PARKING WORRIES
Tuesday
night
we
were
visited
by
125 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 98
the
near
future.
century.
Skowhegan, Waterville, and nearby one of the worst showers in ages— ists remark that “Rolling Down to
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
82*&84"
For its clarity and thoroughness towns."
thunder, wind and rain. At one Rio" obviously referred to the ad
4 • • •
as a resume of Garden Club activi
time it seemed the tents would go vent of the automobile, though no
body apparently thought of it be
ties during her period of office, the
Three slides of the Bok Amphi over.
LEARN SUCCESSFUL WAYS TO MAKE^
report of the retiring president, theatre and a description of each
“Ted" Libby, staff sergeant, is on fore.
I Mrs. Willey, is here given in Its were sent to the Maine Federation the injured list, as Ls the First Ser
KILLS ALL INSECTS
Experience may be bought at too
entirety:
for the New England Gardens Lee geant, Guy Robbins. 8gt. John
We thoroughly recommend
"The Club since its organization ture, which was presented to the Staples is off the active list with an high a price.
this new way to kill all leaf eat
CAMDEN—ROUTE 1
There is nothing that fear or hope
ing and sucking Inserts. Non- 123 years ago has accomplished many National Council at the fall con injured hand. Three non-commis
By SURE METHODS THAT GUAR
does
not make men believe.
I
phases
of
development
along
lines
sioner
officers
are
on
sick
report,
ference. The slides will be sent to
poisonous. Will not stain. Pleas
SATURDAY SPECIAL
ANTEE DELICIOUS RESULTS
ant to use. Economical.
' of beautification and community the garden clubs all over the coun but none is seriously 111. The writer
WITH EACH DINNER
betterment. Among these are its try. The Camden club had the has been on K.P. duty twice so far. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The boys are receiving congratu
successful flower shows, when the pleasure of appointing a district
A series of free cookery
POT OF BEANS, FREE
If I had my life to live again I would
lovely gardens are open to visitors director in Knox County, durins lations on their baseball victory over have
Try our delicious
408
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
made a rule to read some poetry
lessons, with actual stage
Battery
A.
"Danny"
Munro
called
and
listen to some music at leaet
and
the
unique
baskets
filled
with
|
Wild
Life
Restoration
Week
when
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
TEL, 791
once a week Tlie lose of these taatee
gorgeous flowers and vines, which over $19 was received from the sale on us and tried out our new camp I Is a loss of happiness —Charles Darwin
demonstrations showing how
chair—quite a jump.
have adorned the street light stan of stamps in Camden.
WATER-LILY
each recipe is made.
I saw Calvert Leeman last night
dards in the center of the town,
A member of the conservation
Whence, O fragrant form of light.
at
the
ballgame
—
the
first
time
I
committee
has
organized
a
junior
since 1925. through the generosity
Hast thou drifted through the night,
of Mr. and Mrs. Bok and which are nature club, and at present a mem have seen him for 16 years. His Swanlike. to a leafy neat.
On the restless waves, at rest?
maintained by the Camden club. ber of the conservation committee wife and two children were also
tJ U
Art thou from the snowy zone
The Bok Awards, were created in is attending a two weeks course at there. The boys are sending for Of
SPECIAL
—
STRAWBERRY
QUARTS
AT 1.00 P.M.
n mountain-summit blown.
1924 by the late Edward Bok and the Audubon Nature Camp at Hog Chase and Chandler, aLo "Pinhead” Or the blossom of a dream.
$5.50 per 1000
All foods prepared by the lecturei, together with many
Fashioned In the foamy stream?
sponsored by the Garden Club; Island, Muscongus Bay and will Robbins.
other articles will be given away to women in the audience.
Governor's
Day,
Wednesday, Nav.—methinks the maiden moon.
$1000 has been distributed annually later assist with the conservation
When the daylight came too soon.
to winners In contests for best gar program now being carried out in found a perfect setting for the regi Fleeting from her bath to hide.
WEST ROCKPORT. ME.
mental. The Fifth Infantry has Left her garment In the tide.
dens and lawns and homes attrac
81-83
—John Bannister Tahb
(Continued
on
Page
Eight)
charge of the flag and salute guns
tively planted. The awards have

BOOTHBAY
PLAYHOUSE

The Party’s
Over

GARDEN CLUB AT WHITEHALL

Camden Group Elected Officers and Heard Mrs.
Stickney’s Address—Year’s Active Work

READ THE AD$

BASEBALL

OLD FORT WHARF
LOBSTER POUND

LAKEHURST

QdfdastefuL Foods

OCEAN VIEW
TEA ROOM

“GREENTOX”

Crie Hardware Co.

Tuesday, July 12-19-26

Insecticide, Crates, Fillers, Dusters

State of Maine Blueberry Growers

at PARK THEATRE, Rockland

Monday’s Big Dance

Every-OtKer-Day
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of Camden. Margaret (Mrs. Palmer]
a wide arear it would require a tre
Pease) of Rockland, Louise (Mrs.
mendous budget and a large force,
THRKE-TIMES-A-WFEK
---------he said.
THREE
-T1ME8-A-WEKK
The Daily Vacation Bible School Robert McGinty) of Maspeth, Long I
Brought to this country from Eu
V.
F.
W.
Gave
Rousing
will open Monday morning at 9 in Island. N. Y„ Raymond of Worces A Statewide Program Is
Refrain your tongue from back
rope
many years ago the insects
ter, Mass., Catherine (Mrs. Law
the
Baptist
Church,
the
Federated
Necessary, Says Plant In
Welcome To Dyer and
biting Sol. 1: 11.
have spread fast he said. All in
Church uniting as in other sum rence Carroll), Laura, and Howard
dustry Chief
sect life has increased during the
Sholes
mers, teaeffers from both engaged of this town; and by ten grand
past three years due to mild winters
under direction of Miss Louise children. He also leaves his sisters.
Having just completed its 1938
Huntley-Hill Post completed tlie
Thurston. There will be ten ses Mrs. Lizzie Nutbrown of Hunting- praying program for gypsy anc and other favorable conditions. A
Independence Day celebration by
ville. Quebec; Mrs. Georgie Kidd,
program for gypsy and strong concerted effort to prevent
sions. Monday to Friday, inclusive
brown-tail moth control tlie Depart their spread should be made, he
Late Information Shows obligating into the organization two
Craignyle.
Alberta;
Mrs.
Mina
Pat

ment of Agriculture believes that a believes.
I Weed. Wadsworth. Richards. Plais of the two weeks. 9 to 11.30 a. m.
comrades who served in the armed
terson. Okotoks. Alberta; Mrs. Jes
Two Cent Rate For
DOWN HOME STRETCH
permanent statewide program is
ted. Base on balls. Staid 5. Con each day. Memory work and hand
forces of the United States in
He said that definite promise of
sie
Briggs.
East
Angus.
Quebec,
and
necessary and should be a matter a W.P.A. project in the fall had
don 4. Upham 1. Struck out. Stahl. work will accompany Bible study
Round Trips
Prance during the World War. Tlie
Mrs.
Edith
Learmouth,
Ontario.
The local games in the na
for the various towns and cities to I been made for the purpose of paint5, Condon 4. Upham 1. Struck out. and missionary stories to make a
recruits are Leslie B. Dyer and
♦ • • •
tional semi-pro baseball tourna
Railroad fares of two cents per
handle, plant industry chief E. L. 1 ing egg clusters. This should help
Stahl 4. Condon 4. Upham. 3. Win 1 valuable and interesting course, and
Newton C. Sholes both from Vinalment for (his section are in full
III The Churches
ning pitcher. Stahl. Losing pitcher. all boys and girls are invited to
Newdick said today. The problem, (out in the 1939 spraying program
mile in coaches will be continued haven, well known throughout Knox
swing at Community Park
Upham. Umpires, Brewer (plate) enroll.
St. James Catholic Church. Low in tlie opinion of Newdick. is such
for round-trip passengers on the County for their varied activities.
he believes.
Boothbay Harbor's Tigers took
Mrs. R. T. Winchenbach of South Mass at 8, High Mass at 1C.45 a. m. a big one that it is unfair to ask
Boston and Maine Railroad and on Comrade Dyer enlisted at Boston. I the opener from Rockland's Pi Wotton (bases).
Waldoboro is visiting her sister. in St. Bernard's Church in Rock the State to cope with it alone.
the Maine Central Railroad, wh^n
rates Thursday night. Ijst night
Mrs. Alma Spear.
The Department, he said felt that
the Camden Shells lambasted
one-way fares are advanced to two
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Collamore ar land.
control of these insects were Just as j
Thomaston to She tune of 12-3.
St John's Church. 9 30 a. m. ] important and as much a duty of
39th Dividend
and one-half cents per milt to con
rived Thursday from New York city
Meantime Wiscasset had been
Lively Contests Feature Full and will be here during his vaca Holy EucharLt. 7 30 p. m. Evensong
communities as fire protection. ■
form to the recent decision of the
outdistancing Waldoboro 7 to 1.
Week — Boys Like the tion. They are occupying his with special sermon in course "What street repairs, etc. He does believe
Interstate Commerce Commission,
So this afternoon at Com
mother's apartment; she is in Cali We Believe.”
| however that the state should co- 1
it was announced today, by John
Main Street Field
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Knox Lodge, I,OOP. will hold
its annual picnic duly 17 at the
State Park, Camden. Rebekahs in
vited.

The Elks Club hold Ladies Night,!
The C.-G. Club, carriers for Tlie
Capt. Arthur Bain’s dragger
Courier-Gazette, were guests of Muskegon is on Snow's Railway for Wednesday, July 11.
Robbins’ Brothers Thursday night. painting.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
Concrete sidewalks are at present
Bernard W. Jameson and Viva give a beano party next Wednesday
W. A. Nicol who ls to again being laid by the W.PA. crews in M. Kalloch both of Rockland, were night at G A R. hall.
serve as director of Rockland's front of Perry's Park street Market married July 3 In Auburn.
Community Chest drive, will be in and W. H. Glover Co. office.
Everett M. Fernald has bought
the city (Monday to meet his com
Dr. James P. Kent lias bought the Veazie place on upper Rankin
>938
1938
mittees in preliminary work.
Rockland's Fourth Of July cele the laFge house on the west corner street and is occupying the property
bration was marred by no powder of Lincoln and Limerock streets.
while improvements are being mack.
Tli Ballard Business School will
sun|mon hies WED THU FRI SAT
burn accident of consequence, a
open Sept. 19 in its commodious new
John Williams, an employe of
pleasing contract to the Story a
quarters in the Sprague Building.
Mike Sutela, missing several days, The Paramount Restaurant will
decade ago.
close for removal tomorrow night,
Limerock street, utilizing the two
has been located by tlie Sheriff's
7
reopening about Thursday next in
upper floors.
department safe and sound in a
Stanley Hall, who formerly op
its fine new home corner Tillson
woods camp in Warren.
avenue and Main street.
Signs are not lacking that some erated the Tydol filling station
thing was going on recently on tlie next north of Strand Hieatre, has
There is an uncanny sort of coin
Fred Roy, alias Solqpon Voisine,
recreation ground, foot of Talbot resumed active management and cidence in the fact that last week,
avenue. A big job ahead for the increased the facilities of the plant. throughout Rockland's big celebra who escaped from Maine State
cleanup crew.
tion, rain was of daily and almost Prison July 3, 1936, is once more at
On July 25 General Knox Chap hourly occurrence, while tills week that institution, having been re
The summer meeting schedule ter, Daughters of the American every day has been fair. Must be captured in a Bangor rooming
lias been adopted by Huntley-Hill Revolution of Thomaston, will keep the way we live.
house.
Post VT.W. Next session will be open house at Montpelier, in ob
held at 7.30 July 18 with special servance of Gen. Knox' birthday
The park at tlie foot of Talbot !
Motorists who have necessity to
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR guests present.
and everyone is invited to attend. go frequently to The Highlands, ere avenue was used last night for the
SHADOWS BEFORE”
a unit in praising the City Govern first time by the softball league,
July 12—Picnic of Woman's Com
Clerk of Courts Griffin who re
NOTICE TO PARENTS
munity Club of Union at Mrs. John
ment's move in tarring Rankin and it met with much favor both
Pushaw's South Hope
cently underwent a major surgical
street and authorizing permanent with the players and the many in
July 12 —Friendship— Sunshine So
operation at Knox Hospital Ls mak-1
ciety fair
All children who are entering
Admirably
construction aver much travelled terested spectators.
July 19—Camden—Open garden day ing an excellent recovery and will
suited for such games, it is also
school In September for the first
Limerock street.
at Bok Amphitheatre
July 2i~ Maine Municipal Association return to his Ocean street home
convenient for the public who are
time are requested to attend the
meets at the Community building.
From Pemaquia comes direct word showing much interest in the newly i
July 27-Aug 7—Union —Revival meet the first of the week.
Pre-School Clinics Tuesday and
ings at Church of the Nazarene.
• of the daily presence of a great introduced sport in this city.
July 27— Rockport —Baptist Ladles
Excellent progress is being made
Wednesday, July 12-13.
Circle midsummer fair
, school of whales, playing and feedJuly 28- Tenants Harlxtr Rebekah in the rebuilding of Steamer W. S
Children
living
north
of
Lime

The familiar sound of the big I
ing in Pemaquid waters, often very
Sewing Circle fair.
Aug. 3-6—Rockport—Regatta-Sports White at Snow’s. The flagship of
near shore. Many Knox County whistle on the Ramsdell Packing
rock
street
are
asked
to
attend
men's Show
the V. & R. fleet will be in splen
motorists will probably try to gain a Co. plant sent its melodious mes
Aug 3—Camden—Annual bazaar of
the clinic at Tyler Building War
did condition when she goes back
St Thomas parish
sage abroad last night that active
closeup
of the huge mammals.
ren
street,
Tuesday
at
8.30
a.
m.
Aug. 9—Eastern Star Field Day at
preparations were afoot for pack
Penobscot View Orange hall. Glen Cove. on the run in mid-August.
Those
who
live
south
of
Lime

Aug 19 Owls Head—Church rfalr at
First rate baseball is in order this ing operations. The company is all |
Library Building.
rock street are asked to attend
A crew was engaged yesterday in
afternoon at 3 and tomorrow at the set to start next week if fish can
Aug 17-18—Thomaston—Legion Fair.
the clinic at Purchase street
Aug 18—Hope Orange fair at Hope removing the long familiar neon
same hour at Community Park. In be obtained, though at the moment
Corner.
School Wednesday at 8 30 a. m.
Aug 18 Warren—Annual concert by signs of Paramount Restaurant. A
today's semi-finaLs. double header, none are reported on the coast.
Baptist Choir.
decided addition to Main street is
Camden and Boothbay Harbor will
the newly erected green neon sign
USS. Boise made a colorful pic clash as will St. George and Wis
Mirror Lake is at a high level, a
American Legion Auxiliary will of Corner Drug Store.
ture on the trial course yesterday casset. Tomorrow the winners will condition eminently pleasing to
hold installation Monday night.
doing her high speed runs. Very battle it out.
Supt. McAlary of the Water Com
The huge red steel affairs noted high and long, the Boise made a
pany. Routine work is being done
Poetic Justice overtook a hit and on the company's lines in this city
Dr. and Mrs. Walter P. Conley so frequently of late on Maine Cen sharp contrast to the many small
have returned from a week's fishing tral flat cars, Rockland bound are destroyers featuring recent trial run driver Wednesday night in and several hundred feet of six inch
Bath. After a collision the alleged pipe is being laid on Gleason street i
segments for the Deer Isle bridge runs.
at Capens, Moosehead.
The heavy pieces are trans-shipped
"hit and run” artist sped off in the ln Thomaston, effecting a marked :
Grangers of this area are inter darkness. Unhappily for him how Improvement in service for that j
Ginger ale in cans is the new to barges at M.C.RR. wharf, a most
ested in the big meeting planned ever his Tear number plate was area as the new installation will :
wrinkle which is meeting with interesting process to watch.
for Aug. 19 at 'ommunlty Building knocked off in the crash. Police connect dead end lines.
marked public favor as it docs away
The new home of Paramount Res A large crowd and nationally known picked it up, put two and two to
with returning of bottles.
taurant, corner of Main street and figures are in prospect. It is hoped gether and that was that.
Tfllson avenue, is rapidly being
Miss Alice Edna Hall, owner of completed and will toe ready for that the group, seeing the splendid
WILL QUESTION ROY
the Central House Hotel in Bar occupancy in the very near future. facilities offered by the great new j
Employers Will Do Well
Harbor was a visitor at the Metho No wrinkle is being (omitted to plant, will co-operate ln the effort!
Sheriff
Ludwirk
has
arranged
to
bring
the
State
Grange
meeting
i
To Avoid Last Minute
dist parsonage this week.
make the restaurant thoroughly
fcr early next week at Maine
to this city.
Rusfi
modern.
State Prison the questioning of
Rockland City Band will present
Fred Roy alias Solomon Voisine.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Richie of
Officials of the Maine Unemploy
A plan for ventilating Commun
one of Its excellent concerts Sun
Belfast were treated at Knox Hos- j recaptured eonvict, concerning ment Compensation Commission to
day night at the Public Landing ity Building's huge auditorium by
Ills knowledge of the Mills mur
day called attention of subject em- [
means of four large windows simi pital Thursday night for cuts and
park, beginning at 7 o'clock.
der in Camden on July 8, 1936. ployers that contributions for the,
bruises resulting from a motor crash
lar to those just set ln the bowling
near Witham's Lobster Pound on i At that time Roy was at large
John A. Chisholm who is receiving alleys, has met with much favorable Route 1. The second machine in j with another prisoner, 'Fred second quarter of 1938 are due and
payable this month.
treatment at a Rutland. Mass., hos comment. The windows of the tipDesha ne.
tilt type, would be built into the
accldent wiLS °Perated by “rs
A. few contributions have already
pital, was the pleased recipient of
To this Investigation Sheriff been received and the number will
glass-brick sections and would not Gladys Burgess of this city v. o
an electric razor Friday, sent with
Ludwirk has invited the group of
sustained a severe shaking up.
increase until the final week of
the best wishes of his fellow disturb the symmetry of the build Both oars were badly damaged.
officers active in the original in
the month which will bring a rush [
ing.
Brookites.
vestigation including Lieutenant
of returns. Officials of the Com- ’
Leon P. Shepherd, Frank Cooper
The W H. Glover Co. ;rew ate
Louis A. Walker, new president of
mission are watching the incom
At a recent meeting of the offi
of Belfast, then special investi
putting the finishing touches on Rotary, Ls distinctly thrilled with a
ing contributions with a view to as
cial board of the Methodist Episco the new front of the Mam street ’ gift to the club through him of a
gator for the Attorney General's
certaining the extent of the busi
pal Church it was voted to discon Hardware Co., successors to Veazies. J huge graphic chart of the organizaoffice, County Attorney Burrows
ness recession among Maine firms
tinue the regular church services A very' roomy display section is tion set-up of the club, handiwork
State Patrolman George Shaw
subject to the law.
during the month of August. The made toy moving the stairs to the , of E. L. Brown. The chart, a per- | and others.
Reflected in contributions for the
pastor will take his vacation at that rear of the building. The removal manent proposition, shows each
second quarter will be the reduced
time.
of the huge granite piers was a con- ’ phase of club activity and responA disarrangement of schedule of production schedules in various
siderable undertaking and com- sibility with 'the committee heads the Vinal Haven <& Rockland large manufacturing plants during
Automobile circles arc interested manded great co-operation from a and their direct connections. The Steamboat Co tangled things up in June. To what extent these lay
in Henry Ford's new car which has large and interested gallery.
whole is mounted on a roller and marine circles the past three days off have been offset by the increase
engine and transmission at the
provision is made for changing per but on Monday both boats will be in the number of seasonal workers
Great names in the movie world sonnel and increased activities.
rear. It is not known exactly when
on their regular cshedules with pas new employed in the many sum
the radically different machine will will be featured next week at Strand
sengers and freight moving as usual. mer activities in Maine, remains
Sunday. Monday and
go Into production, but it Is fully Theatre.
Robbins Brothers circus has come
lo be seen.
Tuesday. Errol Flynn and beautiful and gone, and leaves behind a most
Deputy Sheriffs and volunteers
protected by patents.
Income to the unemployment
Olivia De Haviland in “Robin favorable impression. It was a rail are searching the woods in the fund for the first quarter of 1933
One of Rockland's best known Hood." Wednesday-Thursday come road show, which made possible Friendship area this morning for wis rbout $896.863 58. or practically
,nd best liked public servants is Don Ameche and Simone Simon in the ever popular street parade, first Asa M. Curtis. 70, who, despondent, the amount estimated at the close
ritically 111 and in his interests a “Josette' and on Friday-Saturday in several years. The parade it left his home on the Friendship of last year. In 1937 second quar
mblic benefit dance will be held a very popular new team Robert self featuring clean limbed horses, road at 6 o’clock Wednesday morn- ter income was $40,009 ahead of
Monday night, July 11. at Commun- Montgomery and lovely blonde Vir fine appearing animaLs and a group ing and has not been seen since. He firs! quarter receipts. This increase,
ty Building. Fred M Blackington ginia Bruce in “Yellow Jack."
of men and women whose
ap told hLs wife of his despondency and plus the increased rate of contribu
> sponsoring the affair and from
pearance rated “excellent'' was a said he had no idea of his destina tion. would, if business were as
Mrs. Inez G. Wing of Kingfleld, true index to the performances of tion. He is 5 feet 7 Inches tall, good in the second quarter of this
dm tickets may be obtained.
vice chairman of the Republican afternoon and evening.
Larger weighs 140 pounds and wears green year as it was in the same period
state
committee,
will
be
the
princi

circuses
have
played
tliLs
city,
but glasses. Any person seeing a man of last, mean about $960,000 income
An interesting reunion took place
answering this general description during the current reporting period.
at the home of Dudley Gould in pal speaker at the meeting of Knox none of higher calibre.
should
telephone. Rockland, 706, tlie
County
Republican
women,
at
the
Warren Wednesday when four rela
courthouse
Monday
at
2.15.
Other
sheriff's
department.
Miss
Carmeta
J.
Appleby,
State
tives met, whose ages totaled 339
LONG COVE
years. They were Chester B. Jones, speakers will be Mrs. Ellis Spear, President of the Children of the
A
welcome
visitor
at
The
Courier87. of Warren; R L. Jones, 84. of Jr., of Newton Center, Mass . and American Revolution, will broadcast Gazette office yesterday was Pierce
In St. George's Church Sunday at
Warren, Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., of from Bangor and from Portsmouth
Rockport; Oscar Gould. 84, of £ast
6 p. m. there will be Evensong and
O.
Wotton,
veteran
newspaper
man
Rockland, and Albert B. Elliot of ln September and will speak before
Belfast, and Mr. Gould, 84
| of Waldoboro and New York. Most sermon.
Thomaston.
the DAR. Chapters at Farmington
in September and at Bath and Au of his busy life has been spent with
EUROPE A LITTLE PLACE
There is truth in the report about
The final section of the road run gusta tn October. She has recently metropolitan papers, including the
the world wearing a path to the ning from the Creek, Thomaston
conferred with Chapter officers in colorful days of Steve OMara on
England is smaller than North
door of the man who made a better [ across Old County Road and over
MadLson, Skowhegan , Waterville, the old Boston Journal and lately Carolina; France is smaller than
mouse trap. It is proved by the Juniper Hill is nearing completion.
Winslow, Boothbay Harbor. Work with the New York Past. Largely Texas; Italy Ls smaller than New
way folks are wearing out the pave When tarring operations are com
of organization of societies of C. connected with financial and Indus Mexico. It would take three Denments to Yorkies stand on Elm pleted many through trucks will
A R . is well underway at Bath and trial lines, he is now with the Ameri marks to make one Wisconsin. All
street, Camden, where he makes the take that route rather than going
Portland and preliminary work is can Banker, a daily published for of which explains why Americans
best pop corn, delicious, native over Route 1 via Rockland. This
being done by other D.A.R. Chap financial institutions. Mr Wotton. see so much of Europe on one trip.
grown—with plenty rich genuine fact has good points as regards ters. State Promoters of the C.A.R. |with
Wotton, Mr. and Mrs.
Illiteracy has decreased by half
butter. Also don't forget those ritzy traffic congestion but will not meet
are Mrs. Fred C. Morgan. State Re Markely D. Fell and Albert Bart in Turkey in the slat 10 years.
hot dogs. The same old Yorkic at with universal favor due to diver
gent of the D.A.R.; Grube Cornish. lett, all of Staten Island, N. Y„ are
the same old stand. Elm street, sion of through tourist traffic.
State President of the Sons of the at the old Wotton homestead on
Tlie sun never sets on the BritLsh
Camden.—adv.
American Revolution, Mrs William the Waldoboro-Friendship road.
empire but Uncle Sam must be
Product of the skilled hand of
Schoppe of Auburn and Mrs. Anne
content witli about six months out
Filling Station, Main street Edwin H. iCrie proper signage for
BURN
F. Snow of Rockland. The require
nter.
Tydol, lubrication, the Rockland Information Bureau
Siikeforth—At Rockland. July 6. to of each year of continuous sunshine.
ments for membership ln the C A R Mr and Mrs Roland J. Sukeforth. a
;, accessories. Prompt, cour- and Chamber of Commerce at Com
are the same as for the DA.R. and daughter—Jennie Louise.
srvice. Stan Hall.
82*lt munity Building, has been and Ls
the S.AR, viz., direct descendant
MARRIED
being erected. Intersection signs at
from a Revolutionary ancestor.
Jlllson-Gardner—At South Portland.
Park and Union streets and Broad
July 2. by Rev. Charles E Brooks.
Charles D Jlllson of Lewiston and
Dr. Edward W. Peaslee way and Limerock streets touch the
Carol Gardner of Rockland.
passing motorist. A huge overhead
Ailey-Esancy—At Union. June 25, by
Dentist
arrow at the junction of Limerock
Rev. Leo Ross. Albert E Alley and
420 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mabel E Esancy both of Union.
and Main indicates the location and
TEL. 611-M
Jamcson-Kalloch—At Auburn. July 3,
Associated with Dr. R. L. Stratton at the Building itself exterior and
by Rev Earl Grundy, Bernard W Jame
son and Viva M. Kalloch both of Rock
81-tf window signs make identification
land.
easy and complete. Secretary Ben
Ambulance Service
MORTICIANS
ner reports an amazing flow of
DIED
•
tourists already, all of whom are de
Bowes—At Washington, July 9. Helen
O.. widow of Steven Bowes, aged 72
ALFRED M. STROUT lighted with the Chamber's hand
Ambulance Service
years. 4 months, 27 days
Funeral
RUSSELL
Monday at 2 o’clock DS.T.. at Wash
some quarters and excellent rest
Insurance
ington Methodist Church. Interment
FUNERAL
HOME
TELS.
390
AND
781-1
ln Appleton.
ire, Automobile, and Allied Lines room facilities.
9 CLAREMONT ST.
I LL 662
Beattie
—
At
Thomaston.
July
8.
Gil

ROCKLAND, ME.
361-365 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
THOMASTON, MAINE
bert
John
Beattie,
aged
68
years
and
Rummage sale, Peaslees Barn, 8C
119tl 9 days. Funeral service Monday at 2
98tf
lOOStf
o'clock from the residence.
Summer street, all thLs week. 80-83
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SAMPLE ON DISPLAY—SEE THIS DEMONSTRATION

SCOOP! Sensational Offer!
ONE HOUR ONLY

MONDAY, JULY 11

Originally Manufactured for $15.00

DE LUXE "Er SHAVER
Only Fifty to be Sold at this One-Hour Sale
By arrangement with the
manufacturer of this $15.03
nationally FAMOUS drv
shaver we are positively
limited to fifty only. GET
YOURS IMMEDIATELY!
On Sale ONLY-

CHROME-PLATED
HEAD—PLASKON
CASE, INCLUDING
HANDSOME
GIFT BOX
You'll get the thrill of your life when you use the
new Master Dry Shaver. Just plug in socket and
shave—no water, no blades, soap or brush. Will
pay for itself; nothing else to buy. ThLs Master
Dry Shaver will be sold for the regular price after
11 A. M. Monday.
Unconditional Guarantee By The Manufacturer
IF YOU CAN'T ATTEND THIS SALE. LEAVE
MONEY BEFORE SALE AND SHAVER WILL BE
HELD FOR YOU.

BURPEE’S

X

Women, too, will welcome this ideal aid to
personal daintiness

You can now enjoy the
thrill of the king of dry
shavers for the bread and
butter price.

Exclusively at

C. W. SHELDON

ADD 15c FOR
MAIL ORDERS

In The

Fill Up and Gas Up At “Moody’s”

Churches

Gas Station and Diner, On Route 1, Waldoboro, Maine
24-IIOUR SERVICE
A'l Home Cooked Pastries

SUNDAY SPECIAL DINNER
11.30 A. M. to 9 P. M„ for 50 Cents
Tomato Juice or Fruit Cup, Soup
Chcice of Roast Leg of Veal, Veal or Pork Cutlets, Pork Chops
or Lamb Chops, Fried Clams or Fried Scallops
Mashed or French Fried Potatoes, two Vegetables, with Olives
and Celery. Choice of Dessert, Coffee, Tea, Milk or Ginger Ale.

Better Pay Now

«ng.

10 A. M. TO 11 A. M.

Goodrich Tires, Tubes and Batteries
Swap in your old ones for nrw; liberal allowance for your old ones
82-lt

SERMONETTE

Portland, Maine, Feb. 28. 1938
Latitude 43 deg. 39 min. North
Longitude 70 deg. 15 min West.
Storm signals up Wind North
west almost gale force, 8 deg.
above zero. The temperature
dropped 20 degrees in nine hours.
Barometer 29.4 inches pressure.
Snowing hard and has been all
day. This winter's most uncom
fortable afternoon
Note the
above in summer when this ls
published.
For all of the above, my cro
cuses are up and one hyacinth
has been up for two weeks. Last
year one was in bloom on the
28th.
There are mighty forces in na
ture which it is not given the eye
of man to behold. We cannot
see, hear or feel the great forces
of spring which are being re
leased beneath the icy surround
ings near the cellar walls or be
side flowing wintry streams, but
the crocuses have responded and
broken ground. Tlie willows have
tired like a sunset. Tlie days
have lengthened two hours ar.d
nine minutes since ChrLstmas.
Hidden forces are true spiritu
ally. Paul reminds us not to be
looking continuously at the
things which are seen but to
consider rather things which arc
not seen. For, he says: “Things
which are seen are temporary
but the forces which we may
never see are eternal."
Outside we see and feel and
hear the winter blizzard but un
derneath and but a few days
away arc the living evidences of
Spring.—William A. Holman
At iSt. Peter's Church <EpLscopall
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the
services for tomorrow will be ap
propriate for the tenth Sunday after
Trinity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; (Holy Eucharist and
sermon at 10.30; vespers at 7.30.
• • • •

At the Methodist Church services
tomorrow will be: 9.30, Sunday
School all classes; 1030 Morning
worship, sermon subject, "A Chris
tian and His Church?*. 6.30 Young
People's service, Charles Ellis,
speaker 7.30 evening worship. Dr.
Wilson's subject, "The Sin of Over
caution.''

IT HELPS A LOT
at noon. The Endeavorer's Inspira
tion Hour will be held at 6.30. Tlie
people's evening service will open American Boy Magazine Brings
at 7.30 and last 63 minutes. At this Fellowship and Enjoyment To Boy
tim- the first annual “repeat ser
Teachers.
librarians,
parents
mon” is to be given.
r • ■ o
leaders of boys' clubs and hun
At the Congregational Church to dreds of thousands of boys, them
morrow the service of public worship selves, enthusiastically recommend
is at 10.30 a. m. The theme of the The American Boy Magazine for all
sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will
boys over 12.
be “Powers Behind the Throne,” a
"It's more like a companion than
sermon on the book of Esther.
Musical support will be by the mixed a magazine," remarked one high
quartet, with Mrs. Faith Berry at school student. “It gives advice and
the organ.
enterta.nment on every subject in
• • • •
which a young fellow is interested.
Rose Sunday is to be observed at I made our school basketball team
the First Baptist Church on Sun solely because of playing tips I read
day. Tlie decorations for the day
1 in The American Boy."
are to be roses. The sermon and
Trained writers and artists, famusic will be in line with that j
| mous coaches and athletes, explor
thought. Mr MacDonald is to take
ers, scientists, and men successful
as his subject, "The Rose of [
in business and industry join with
Sharon." Friends are sending in !
an experienced staff to produce, ln
roses to be used in the decora
The American Boy, just the sort of
tions. Mrs. Gladys St. Clair Heis
stories and articles boys like best."
tad is to be guest soloist at the
The American Boy sells on all
morning service and Ls to sing.
newsstands at 15c a copy. Subscrip
"Beautiful Rase of Sharon" as one
tion prices are $1.50 for one year or
of her selections.
$300 for three years. To subscribe,
simply send your name, address and
"The Open Air Preacher” will be remittance direct to Tlie American
the sermon topic by Rev. Charles Boy. 7430 Second Blvd., Detroit,
A. Marstaller at the Littlefield Me Mich—adv.
82*85
morial Church Sunday morning at
10.30. Thmere will be a solo by Nor
VINALJdAVEN
man Crockett and a children's story
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinalwill precede the sermon. xThe
Church School meets at 1145 and liavcn office from 4 p. in Monday,
the Christian Endeavor at 6 o'clock. July 11, until Wednesday morning.
Praise service and sermon Ls at 7 15. -adv.
the topic being "Conquering or be- (-------ing Conquered." There will be a
solo by Mrs. Eleanor Libby. Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Tlie Vacation Bible School exhibi
tion will be held Friday evening.
“Sacrament” Ls the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon that will be
read in all churches of Christ,
Scientist, on July 10 Tlie Golden
Text Ls: “Let us keep the feast, not
with old leaven, neither with the
leaven of malice and wickedness;
but witli tlie unleavened bread of
sincerity and truth" <1 Corinthians
5: 8). The citations from tlie Bible
include the following passages:
“Purge me with hyssop, and I shall
be clean; wash me, and I shall be
whiter than snow. Create in me a
clean heart. O God; and renew a
right spirit within me" fPsalm 51:
7, 10).

Don't miss the interesting Sum
mer reading with the Green Maga
zine every week with the Boston
Sunday is to be "Rose Sunday” Sunday Advertiser, 16 pages of fic
at the First Baptist Church. The tion, humor, Hollywood news, fea
subject of tlie morning sermon will tures by famous writers and special
be, "The Rose of Sharon." Mrs. articles on current topics. Remem
Gladys St. Clair Heistad will be ber—ask for the Sunday Advertiser
guest soloist. The church school and get the Green Magazine.
with classes for all ages will meet
82-lt

DESIGNED TO SUIT
EVERY INDIVIDUAL
PREFERENCE

Your conception of a monument
can be faithfully interpreted by
our master artisans. We arc
recognized specialists in all types
of memorial sculpture. In the
event that you have no special
design preference, we can assist
you in making an appropriate
selection on the basis of our
knowledge and experience.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
43Stf
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1

EvSry-OtKer-Daf

trees; of the depths of the cotton
VINAL HAVEN
HAWTHORNE'S POINT
s country where there is hardly ever
In the absence of the pastor, Rev. I
James Moulaison of Rockland was
j a tree beside a house, because trees
i would stunt the cotton
He derecent guest of his sister Mrs. Al N. F. Atwood of Rockport will sup- j
ply the pulpit in Union Church Sun- i
’ scribes such experiments as the
bert Elliot at Bird's Point.
day. His morning subject will be
[Dyess Colony where "people from
Mrs Marion Cutler and daugh
2
3
4
1
“His Love Constraineth Us." There
b 7
5
relief rolls have been set up in
ter Margaret of Mansfield, Mass.,
will be special selections by the
j houses with electricity and plumb
have been visitors at Mrs. Samuel
IO
II
vested choir. Ruth Brown is soloist, j
ing," and the Delta Co-operative
H Olson's the past week.
Communion will be observed. Rev.
[Farm under the direction of Rev.
11 13
14
15
lb
17
Mr and Mrs. James and daugh- Mr. Atwood's text for evening will
Sam Franklin. He tells of the sinis|
ters
Gwendolyn
and
Elizabeth
of
be
„
For
Thine
the
Klngdom
vhe
[
id
18
[ ter legends that have grown up
19
ii J
East Auroa have arrived at the Power and the Glory." The choir (
; about Huey Long's life and death.
Rockwell cottage for the summer. will present musical selections. [ 11
i3
14
An American poet and soldier ! and he tells of his talks with govMr and Mrs. Dudley Rockwell Rev. and Mrs. Atwood have been
was musically honored recently emors and with ordinary citizens,
lb
Ife 19
17
[ of Hartford, Conn., spent tlie Fourth guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. G.
r
with the celebration of Joyce Kil- both white and black.
w:
with
Mrs.
Ruth
Rockwell
at
her
cotErnest Arey and Mrs. Mary L.
3U
il
mer Night on the Central Park [ Sounds as if nobody is likely to
S3
31
j tage here.
Arey
Mall, New York city. Twenty-one ’ fall asleep over this book, doesn’t
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Durant
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Elliot and
JH
years ago the author of “Trees" it?
daughter Barbara of Thomaston (Amy Boutiller) who have been
left the staff of the New York
3b
37
38 39 40 1
J
[ passed the holiday at their cottage visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs.
During her summer vacation.
Times to enlist as a private in the
[ here.
Orrin Boutillier, returned Monday
165th Regiment; on July 30, 1916, Kate Smith, radio star, will write
I 43
41
44 1
Harry Ames of Townsend, Mass., to Waverley. Mass.
he was killed on a French battle her autobiography, which Blue Rib
Guy Young returned Thursday to
bon Books plans to issue in the
recently visited his brother Leon
-is
field.
4b> 47
98
49
50
Barre. Vt.
early fall under the title "Hello,
Ames.
Freighter Pencbscot loaded fish
bi
Don't miss reading “Three Rous Everybody."
51
51
54
Mrs. Ethel Kenney and daughter
fillets
at
the
Bay
State
Fishing
Co
ing Cheers” by Elizabeth Jordan
Barbara are spending a week’s va
55
5b
57
and sailed Thursday for Boston.
58
It is grand—absorbing as the moot
Blue Ribbon Books ls publishing
cation at their farm here.
w
Mr and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins
exciting novel. It is Miss Jordan’s this month "The Complete Dog
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rice. Mr. and
bo
59
bl
have returned to Worcester, Mass
autobiography, you know.
Book," an official publication of the
Mrs. Edward Price of Massachusetts,
Mr. and Mrs Sumner Pierce, Mr
• • • •
I American Kennel Club, greatly enGL
Mrs Scott Young and Mr. and Mrs.
fc>3
From the summer catalogue of larged and revlsed -mis new ediand Mrs Victor Pierce and son Vic
Hollis Young, son Robert, Miss Martor, who have been guests of Mr.
Reynal & Hitchcock we note The
wm contain new chapters on
Melvyn Douglas, Louis Calhem, Florence Rice in"Fast Company" i garet Young of Thomaston, Mrs. and Mrs. F. L. Roberts, returned
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci i tbe breeds of dogs recently recog1-Shore
49-Afternoon parties 15- Bustle
—adv. Bessie Crouse of Fryeburg and Mrs. Tuesday to Dorchester. Mass.
edited by Edward MacCurdy. This ' nized by the Kennel club, and will
Esther Newbert of South Warren
5-Recollect
51-Experimenters
16- Pronoun
Mrs. Fritz Johnson visited Wed
definitive translation of Leonardo's conUln a new ^non on the care |
9-Carbon
53-Assistance
17- River In Bohemia
spent last Saturday and Sunday at
notebooks brings together in two and feeding and showing Of dogs
nesday
in
Camden.
name
EAST LIBERTY
55-Conjunction
19-Surface
Halsey Flint’s cottage.
volumes for the first time in the by Dr E R Blemey> a member of
Mr. and Mrs. William West of 12-A degree (abbr.)
56- Makes a mistake
21-Evenings
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall R. Payson Bangor are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 14-Girl’s name
57- A fish (pi.)
24-Province of Canada
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilbert of
English language the famous re the Royal College of Veterinary Sur
16- Listen
58- Kiloliter (abbr.)
27-Father
Pittsfield, Mass , were guests last and Mr and Mrs. Willard Payson Harry Wilson.
flections and speculations of the geons and an international author
17-Two
59- Waiter
29-Bird homes
and
children
of
West
Roxbury
are
weekend
of
Mrs.
Kervin
Rogers.
greatest mind of the Renaissance. ity on dogs.
E C. Macintosh returned Wed 18- Flapped, ae a sail 60- Iron spike
31- Lizard
Mrs. W. L. Grant visited her at the Ivan Young house for the nesday from Boston.
20-Eager
Their publication is an event of
62- Slag
32Arm of the ocean
Filmed entirely in Technicolor, fatlier and other relatives in Jones- summer.
63- Pairt
• 35- Greek god
enduring importance in the field
Edward Swan of Brookline. Mass., 22- The darnel
It will probably come as a great "The Adventures of Robin Hood," i boro recently
23Floats
36- A bird (pi.)
Norman Payson of Southport is is a visitor at the home of Mr. and
of literature, the result of a lifeRecent guests at G W. McLain's
25- Possessive of Eva
. . ,
,
. . , ..
surprise to most readers that three starring the dashing Errol Flynn,
39- Inability to stand
VERTICAL
spending a week with his aunt Mrs. Mrs. Oscar C. Lane.
time of study and research by the
F
,
__
were
Mr
and
Mrs
White
and
Caro

26Dispatches
40- Existed
. .
..
... ! of Queen Victorias children—two is Strand's offering for Sunday. line Wellman of Wiscasset, Mr and
Hjalmar Cedarstrom.
outstanding authority on the life ,
,
,
,
and Mrs. Donald Patterson 28-Penetrate
41- Engllsh title
j
,
» ...
. ™
.daughters and a son—are still liv- Monday and Tuesday
Mrs.
C.
N.
Quigg
and
Hattie
Moore
30Girl's
name
1- An animal
42- Grleved
and works of the great Florentine.
8
.
Richard Holder and George Brent and friends, Miss Ida Walker and
Long-awaited,
this
beloved
leg

of
Augusta.
.
j j...
.u
„♦
mg. Tlie Duke of Connaught is in
31- Recede
2- Because
43- Pertainlng to Asia
In gathering and editing the note8
..
.
William
Hunter
of
Buffalo,
N.
Y
.
are
visiting
W.
B.
Holder.
Wallace Ward, who is working for
33- A letter
3- Vie
44- Small nail
1 his 89th year, the Princess Beatrice end, concerning the gallant deeds
4- Call of an owl
George Vanner spent the weekend are passing a few weeks at the I. O 34- Frustrates
45- Tolerated
is 81. and the princess Louise, old of a Saxon noble who turned out Leroy F Howes, recently cut his
I ankle severely with an axe while
5- Rend
ing glass writing" on more than
Cclderwoul summer home “The 35- Sum up
47- Poat-acripta (abbr.)
est of the three, is now 90. The law with a band of followers and i building a fence. He is in the with Mrs Vanner at their cottage.
37- Attempt
6- An insect (pi.)
48- Lolter
5.000 manuscript sheets, Mr. MacAlumnia."
Mrs Nelson Fogerty spent Thurs38- A flap
Princesses Louise and Beatrice, as plundered the rich Normans to feed Waldo County Hospital.
7- lnto
50-Barters
Curdy has done a monumental job
Supt.
and
Mrs.
Bragdon
have
re

41-Beseeches
8- Grows together
Alice Howes and children spent day afternoon with Miss Mina
52-Epocha
well as Queen Victoria's other three and protect the poor and oppressed.
in which his distinguished scholarturned from Thomaston.
43-An item in one’s
10- Lock of hair
54-Weight meaaurt
, .
daughters, now dead, will be the has long been a favorite to movie- ‘ast wee<end with relatives in La- woodcock,
property
11- Rent
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hennigar j
ship appears at its inspired best.1
8
,
59-Prepoaition
.
j
„ j
. , .. 'subjects of E F. Bensons "Queen goers of all ages.
Orant has returned t0
Mrs. William Flint motored SunProphet
13-ExclamatIon of
61-A military title
Leonardo called his notebooks “a i
j
,
.. . . ,
of Thomaston and Harold Baker of' 4546- A gem (pi.)
Victoria's Daughters' which Applesorrow
(abbr.)
Flynn, who starred in “Captain Medfield. Mass., after two weeks’ daY to Waldoboro to visit friends.
Springfield, Mass. were recent [
collection without order taken from
ton-Century will publish this fall. Blood and The Charge of the vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Day
are
renting
the
many papers which I have copied
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Angus ’
• • • •
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Light Brigade heads a cast of hun- ^rs W. L. Orant.
Wheelock cottage
here, hoping afterward to arrange '
Hennigar.
dreds
•
•
•
•
I
Thornton Oakley s drawings of
( and Daughters Club, and Frank M.
$ w. ..
j Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Mason.
them in order, each in its place,
Union Church Circle met Thurs [ White.
(harles M. Howes
.... _
. __ __
, . ..
Sweden. Norway. Denmark and Fin The lovely Maid Marian is pori
t.
children and Mr. Masons father day and served supper The house- |
according to the subjects treated j
Charles M Howes, who died June
. . ..
. . _ ,
land with which he illustrated trayed by the beautiful Olivia de
The committee wishes it generalof." He died before he could carry "Scandinavia Beckons" by Amy [
brother are expected July 16 keepers were Nellie Nickerson and [ ly understood that these meetings
Havilland, Prince John is played 24. was the oldest of a family of 14
Nellie Wilson.
out this plan. The notebooks re
children, and was born June 7. at the Flint cottage.
Oakley, were on exhibition recently by Claude Rains; Sir Guy of Gis- 1856. to the late Robert E and
are open to all citizens who have
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Cushman
veal the philosopher, scientist,
Mrs. Wilfred Geary, who has been
at the Philadelphia Art Alliance, bourne is brought to the screen by Martha -Sukeforth. Howes on the and Mrs Maude Young motowd
the furthering of the Celebration
painter, sculptor, astronomer, archi
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Albert}
Philadelphia. The exhibition was
7 k Basil Rathbon*: King Stave^’wnd
01
•'with George £ Cooley to Old Or- Carver, returned Saturday to Easton, j at heart and an invitation is ex
tect, geographer, inventor, musi
designed as a part of the tercen- [ Richard the Lion-Hearted is Ian sl£\en‘ P°natended to anyone who wishes to at
, . n . .
.
cian. and “perhaps the most richly
Through the education that he ' chard Beach. Monday,
Miss Lucinda Young has returned j
tenary observance of the first set- [ Hunter; Friar Tuck is the rotund
tend.
acquired from the rural and high 1 Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall to Rockland.
gifted by nature among all the sons
tlements in this country by colo Eugene Pallette; and the lovable schools together with his natural and son of Thomaston spent Monof men.”
Mrs. Richard Young and Mrs.
nists from Sweden who landed along little John is sturdy Alan Hale.—adv XU.SXS” S !£ SS
»•
M”
PLEASANT POINT
Hanley Dyer gave a shower Wed- 1
The publication is dated for Octo
the Delaware River.
ber and will be priced at $15 with a ,
nesday night at Windy cottage for
Barlow Wetherbee served a lobmanhood he was a school teacher 8,1311 ■
• • • w
HOPE
worthy of mention.
Mr. and Mrs. T F Donegan enpre-publication price of $12.50.
1SW8n-Sen 8nd Wal- ster dinner Sunday at his TasquanLittle. Brown & Co have just
He served his town as town agent tertained friends from New York lace Young. There were 55 present [
Mr MacCurdy is recognized as
issued a charming booklet "The
Mrs Cordelia Bartlett. Mrs. Alice selectman for 12 years, superin and Massachusetts last weekend.
the leading authority on Leonardo, j
The Pine Tree Ramblers furnished tum Lodge t0 a party of friends
Writings of Mazo de la Roche" by True and Miss Katherine True at tendent of schools for the same
NORTH CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libbey are music and a luncheon was served including Mr. and Mrs. John Robinwho has been the object of his study
length
of
time,
school
committee
and
Sterling North. Miss de la Roche tended the Holt-Jameson wedding
was also justice of the peace or spending a week with friends at
for nearly 40 years.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Wadleigh have son , Mr. and Mrs. S‘ iney Vinal.
Oeorge Montgomery of Marble
is the author of the famous Jalna in Camden.
• • • •
notary public for 28 years. He was Southwest Harbor,
returned to Winterport.
jj
rs
Martha Burgess. Stuart Bur- head. Mass., Is visiting his family
stories.
Since
1928
this
amazing
filled
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Ke?na and active in Grange work, having
w____
Other books noted from this cata
Mrs Damon Benner is employed
Guy Young
of Barre. Vt., is guest 1 BVOO,
gess atauo
Miss x-sassvso
Francis upvai
Spear of suitPort- h€re.
t
author who has been able to write Miles Keene are visiting Howard
?n South Montville at Broad Cove Farm.
logue are:
of his father. Herman Young
Grange
of
which
he
was
master
16
six
novels
about
the
same
family
Coose.
Daniel F>ley and Lamont Wad- land a*ld UW‘S BurgeSS °f N°rth
t
"Doctor of Medicine," a novel by
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Fogerty,
years and was also master of Waldo
J°hn Linde11 and
Francis Brett Young; “I Follow St. and succeeding in keeping them all
Mrs. Grace Lincoln. Miss Connie Pomona. Through his manv ac’ivl- Miss Cora Fogerty and Mr and leigh of Winterport passed last Weymouth, Mass. Cabers during brQlher
Patrick" by Oliver St. John Gog- at a high level of excellence, has Lincoln, Miss Hope Lincoln and ties he never fail -d to find' time to Mrs William Rivers were among the weekend at Mrs. Raymond Meweek
were
Dr.
and
Mrs.
C.
attend the weekly meetings of the
Clinton, Miss Audery Eaton, Miss
Mrs ullian Marshall and Mr.
arty; "The Wind of Circumstance" lived in England, though she has Gardner Burt, all of Massachusetts South Montville Baptist Church cf guests at a recent picnic at Frank Donald's.
made
several
long
visits
to
Canada
Ethel Mason and Miss Ruth Ames and
Jack Johnston of Porta Doctor's Autobiography, by Harold
have been guests of Miss Mary which he was an active member.
Hawthorne's cottage.
of New York city Dr. and Mrs land called Sunday on Mre Ca"*
Dearden; “This Is Me Kathie” by in that time. Naturally her ties Bills.
Nearly 20 yeirs fgo on account
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kavanaugh
Sesqui-Centennial Plans
H. Clark of New York stopped on y°un8Julia Truitt Yenni. a winsome gay with the province of Ontario, scene Willard Brown, Chirli? Erown. of failing health and eyesight ne and four children of Laurelton. N
was compelled to leave his farm
At
a
meeting held in Firemen's
novel; “Caribee Cruise" by John of her childhood, adolescence, and Quincy Peabody. Nei! Libby M'i which he bought in early man
Fred Robinson and son Fred attre at the Horton cottage for
their way to Bar Harbor. Later in
hall Wednesday a gathering of citi the week Boston friends arrived for tended a picnic Sunday at George
W Vandercook. a book of the West struggle to fame, will endure. Re- Guilford Payson enjoyed a fishing hood and with his wife Ella (Linn?- two weeks
Indies; and "Patches of Sunlight"
sl* 1135 Phased a home in trip to Blanchard last weekend
kim. moved to South Montville.
Mrs. Lois Hecer and daughter zens organized and elected a board a lobster dinner.
I McCarter's. Mrs. Sarah Dolham of
Shortly after her death in 1927 he Beth and Mrs. B< rry of Rocklanc •rMwnfth is/uv.Ur Cl"
by Lord Dunsany, who has long been Berkshire within easy reach of
°
<er^~
Mrs' Alonzo Myers and daughters Warren and sister Mrs. Agnes HastSeveral
from
here
took
advantage
a leading figure in Irish literature, London, whence her interest in the of the opportunity to visit Camp returned to the same farm to ’ive were callers last Saturday on Mrs. hirthHov
.u„
Mon ° 116 1 have opened up their summer home 1 lngs 0{ Medford Hillside, Mass., were
with his son, Clarence, and had
birthday of the town in 1939
with his poems, tales and plays theatre often calls her. Her own Merestead during the open house since made his home there
W A. Rivers.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Orff and family amon« th® out of town guests
O. V. Drew was chosen secretary known throughout the English- dramatization of her novel "White- which the camp held Tuesday after
Though he had been totally blind
Mr and Mrs. Theo Dutton, son
Miss Lillian McCarter has em
spent last weekend at their summer
speaking world. "Patches of Sun oaks” has now passed its 500th per noon. This camp is one of the fin for several years and was a bed pa Linwood, daughter Ruth. Mrs Grace and Leon W Sanborn, treasurer. [
ployment at Samuel Miller's, Brook
tient for more than six years, he
light” is autobiography spanning formance in London and is to be est in this section.
Dutton and Mrs. Carrie Townsend It was also voted that a committee ' Donald Crutes is employed by lyn Heights.
had derived happiness in the teach
performed
in
several
European
the vital years from 1878 to the
of Augusta were visitors Monday be set up to devise ways and means , Charles Gould.
Mr and Mrs "Bud" Keezer are
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Robbins and ings of his Bible and his old fa
countries. The Jalna books have
present day.
at Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rivers' home to finance the affair. David Dun
miliar
hymns
which
his
mind
had
can. Mrs. Nell Thomas. Mrs. Made- ' The 40-foot schooner Marietta of receiving congratulations on the
Commenting on "Doctor of Medi- been translated ‘nto ’n’ny European Mr and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig en retained when other things were
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson are
i Gloucester with her owner, Mr. birth July 4 of a son.
languages—the Scandinavian, Dan joyed a trip Sunday to Eastport.
line Smith, Daniel Middleton and
forgotten.
spending two weeks at the Bedell
cine," I note that Francis Brett
The parties who reoently bought
Miss Harleth Hobbs is employed
L. B. Dyer were chosen to act in | Wayland of Andover. Mass., and
He had been faithfully cared for farm
Young who now stands in the fore- ish. German, French. Czech, and
his two sons and guest, Mr. White the Larrabee cottage are occupying
this capacity. At a previous meet ,side,
Hungarian.
They
are
also
pub

in
Camden
by
Mrs.
Estelle
Davison,
by
his
son
and
family,
his
daughter
arrived
at
the
yacht
station
front of contemporary English
The Main road from Thomaston
It.
William Hardy. Edward Bartlett ‘n‘law havln8 tx*n a faithful nurae to Pleasant Point is being prepared ing N Cook Sholes had been ap
novelists, began his professional life lished in Tauchnitz and Braille.
pointed to promote a plan for seU- '"“‘"““ned by William W. Hall.
and
Thomas
Dickens
went
on
a
a
J
ld
corn
Pstiion.
Besides
Douglas Young went to Boston
as a physician, and in "Doctor of
.,
. j , , , .
above mentioned son he had a for tarring under the supervision ing stamps advertising the celebra I formerly of Salem. Mass., and now Monday to attend the ball game.
fishing trip to Moosehead Lake last daughter. Ethel Adams of Frances of A. H. Young. Commissioner.
Medicine” he has drawn on his
resident of this community. They
weekend Mr and Mrs. Herbert town, N H, and a son Dr Ralph Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Johnson and tion.
At Oak Lodge last Saturday O
knowledge for a beautiful portrait
It
was
voted
to
plan
an
Old
Home
M
ame via York and B^thbay from
Hardy and family joined them Howes of Forest City, N. C.; children are spending a brief vaca
O. Dolliver entertained his brother
of a doctor in the '80s, when mod
Week
as
part
of
the
Sesqui-CentenI
Gloucester
and
left
Wednesbrothers, Chester Howes of Tryon,
Sunday.
Amos Dolliver of Beverly. Mass. The
ern medicine was just emerging.
N C , Robert E. of Searsmont, Silas tion with Mr. Johnson's mother.
nlal Celebration and the dates were daJ Uound eastward on a cruise,
• • • •
Mr and Mrs Joel Packard and B of Everett. Mass.. Herbert G of Miss Helen Pales of East Friend set for July 1-4. Others taking part Moorln8s are maintained by Mr. Dolllvet family motored Sunday to
MacMillan Company is publish
daughter called at Herbert Hardy’s Rohcboth. Mass , Dr. Leroy M. of ship passed Wednesday with Mrs in the informal discussions were S. Ha" for fellow members of the Bos- Farmington to visit relatives.
Einfield and Florida. Forrest E of George Vanner.
ing "A Southerner Discovers the
recently.
Miss Zetta Smith went Tuesday
L. Winslow, general chairman of ton Yacht club' who wln ** arr*vMilton. Mass.; sisters Martha R
South" by Jonathan Daniels on
Joy True is confined to her home (Mattiel Overlock of Rohoboth,
the town committee, Andrew John- [ing in a few days on their annual to Bangor where she has employ
July 12. In this book the best and
ment.
with mumps.
Mass, and Addle M Storer of
son from the paving cutters. Mrs. cru)se from Marblehead to Bar HarNORTH HAVEN
the worst in the South, as well as
At church services held Sunday, Stickney's Corner.
Oscar Young and family motored
Augusta
Clayter
from
the
Rebekahs.
:
bor
The funeral was held from the
the middling, are candidly set down.
Rev C. Guy Robbins of Lawrence.
Many of the summer colony are Mrs Marion Littlefield and Miss } Many yachts of the Cruising Club to Lewiston and Auburn for Sun
church.
Mrs.
Ruth
Turner,
pastor
He drove from the Carolinas west
Mass., was the speaker. There will of the church officiated, assisted by arriving and opening their cottages Beulah Gllchrest from the Mothers of America drop anchor overnight day and the holiday.
to Arkansas, and back through
be services throughout July and Rev. Harold W Nutter, a friend and for the season.
Mrs. Walter Powers was guest
in the most perfect harbor for
Mississippi and Alabama, Florida,
August at 1030 with Mr. Robbins relative of the deceased Honorary
yachting on the coast of Maine. The Tuesday of Mrs. A. O Jameson In
Mr. and Mrs. White passed the
and Georgia. He tells of the Chero
bearers were four of his High School
MICKIE SAYS—
conducting.
station here is gay with a display East Friendship.
mates. John R Dunton and Fi.mk holiday weekend at their home on
kee rose of Mississippi—one of the
of international code flags flying Mrs. Ada Lufkin ls able to be out
Kimball's
Island.
I
Wilson
of
Belfast.
C.
M.
Pert
of
three roses of the world from which
as well as Old Glory.
after an attack of mumps and Is.
RAZORVILLE
Montville and Charles S. Adams of The annual picnic of the Water
U POUT NEVER MAKE US MAD
all other roses have grown; of
Liberty. Bearers were Ernest A man family was held duly 3 at
Rev. Thomas Clark of Paterson, now caring for her parents, Mr. and
UWEU A SUBSCRIBER RAVILS
Charleston’s technique with tour
Mrs. Norman Fradd and family of Davis and Ray Bartlett.
US OUT BECDT HE FAILED TO
N. J., will preside at a meeting Mrs. Laureston Creamer, who are
The large attendance and abund Bartlett's Harbor with these guests
ists; of the TV A and Norris, and
GET HIS COPy OF THIS HERf
Cambridge, Mass., have opened
Sunday
at 2.30 at the lower Baptist In 111 health.
present:
Mrs.
Eda
Leadbetter,
Er

ance of flowers showed that his
the cabined woods above the blue
GREAT FAMILY JOURNAL-=-115
their house here for the season.
Church in South Cushing. Rev.
good works had not been in vain. nest Whitmore, Mr. and Mrs Ber
MUSIC
TO
OUR
EARS,
BBSUT
lake where in one year C.C.C. work
Mrs. Ormond Loomis and sons Interment was in Pine Grove Ceme' nard Jordan of Medfield, Mass.,
and Mrs. Clark are guests of Mr.
IT SHOWS WE LIKES OUR
WASHINGTON
ers planted 1,446,700 shrubs and
PAPER, OR HE UI0UL0UT GET
arrived Friday from Washington, tery, South Montville.
and Mrs George Robbins.
Mrs. Alice Cook of Warren, Mrs
UPSET WHEW IT ACCIDENTALLY
Mr. and (Mrs. W. G. Maloney en
D. C.
Almee Ladd and Miss Georgia Max
J. C. Howes harvested green peas
GOES ASTRAY
UNION
tertained at a holiday picnic re
Vivian Cummings ls In Massa
im of Sanford.
and new potatoes from his garden
cently, in the company being July 1
chusetts for a few days and has
Mrs. Ralph Carver, Miss Jeanette
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bliss Fuller and
Charles Gould and two sisters, Ell
as visitors Mr. and Mrs Pierce.
Crockett
and
Edward
Bauer
who
Ellis Maddocks has completed
son, Mrs. Nina Fulter and Mrs
Maloney and others.
eateji
Mrs. Raymond Choat has been Linda Davis spent Monday in Port have been visiting relatives and
his duties at Medomak Camp where
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Peyler and
friends here, returned Tuesday to
a patient at Knox Hospital, where land.
he was employed during the spring
to Your hotel b BOSTON
! family and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Plainfield,
N.
J.
Miss ^Frances Howes of Malden..
her children visited her Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement L. Moody
Starrett of Thomaston spent the Mass., and friend were guests of her
Mr and Mrs. Harland Gregory
Ml «OO*» WWW HTI
Edith Overlock attended a recent of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
holiday weekend at the Feyler cot father over the holiday.
5OORoomj
all-day meeting at Chelsea on the Bliss Fuller enjoyed the “George and children. Evelyn and Philip of
tage.
Howard Bryant and Frank Hatch
occasion of Mrs Tillson’s last Sun and Juanita" program recently pre- North Plainfield, N. J., are guests
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Patterson have completed the sawing of long
of
friends
and
relatives
here.
RADIO
day there. Rev. LeGrow of Friend sent'd in Rockland.
and Mrs. Alice Mank were recent lumber for Edward Jacobs of Bur
5ERVIDOR
Mrs. Charles Beverage is visit
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fuller
ship will supply the pulpit for a
visitors
at the Richard Davis home. kettville.
TIB** SHOWER
motored Wednesday to Skowhegan ing her sister in Rockland.
time.
Amog recent visitors at the J. C.
Evelyn
Gregory
made
a
visit
re
. Road work is in progress and a
Howes home were Mr. and Mrs. Wil
cently at the home of her grand
culvert Is being placed at Mrs. Maud
Andrew Rikila’s
liam Dalton of Amherst. Mass., Mr.
father.
AT YOUR SERVICE
Howard's driveway.
« NORTH STATION t
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson and
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
New Shoe Repairing Shop and Mrs. Jesse Wentworth, Mrs. I.
Mrs.
Eva
Sayward
and
family
•a
TRAIN-»•)'»' ROOM
No Job Too Large
S. Ott and J. N. Cox of Rockport.
Miss Emma Parsons were Rockland
were callers Sunday on friends here.
is at 299 Main St.
No Job Too Small
Mr. and and Mrs. Willis Stllkey of
visitors
recently.
Arthur Leighter of Burkettville
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
LEIGHTON’S
Augusta and G. Dudley Gould of
Forrest Beverage was in Rockland
made a holiday visit at the home of
lastt
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
Warwn.
last
Saturday
on
business.
friends here.
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

Mrs Henry Hilton and daughter. Malden. Mass., who are at the cotOna, Mrs. Edward Qenthner j&nd , tage at Crescent Beach, for a time,
son Wayne. Miss Evelyn Lovejoy
The Goodwill Grange Sewing Cirand Gerald Dalton visited Wedhes- 1 cle will meet Wednesday with Mrs.
day at Bar Harbor and Cadillac Isa Teague, Warren village, instead
Mountain.
t
of at the Grange hail Thursday as
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Boggs have previously planned. Members not
rented the apartment In Mrs jfar- | solicited are requested to take
old Smith's house.
I sweets.
Robert Somes ls visiting relatives ; Mrs. Willard Hall passed the
In Auburn.
i holiday weekend at her home in
Mr and Mrs. Chester Sprague this town returning Monday to Nawand children of Lewiston havebeen '■ ton Corner. Ma s.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs J Carl Perry returned Thursday
Dennis Mank.
from Belmont. Mass., where he was
Mr. and Mrs. T Harrison SteJiger , gUest s[nc€ Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
of Hartford are visiting friends in Harold watts
town
Cleole Hooper of Andover. Mass,
Mr. and Mrs Harry Harrison of arrjvt,d Wednesday to pass a vacaChelsea are guests of Mrs Jessie • „on wRh hjs father and step.

Co-Ed Turned Secretary
Cracks Own Record
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TENANT'S HARBOR
Mrs. Edward Bickmore is at Knox
Hospital for observation and treat
ment.
Prof, and Mrs. Albert Corey of
Canton, N. V, were recent guests of
' Mrs. Clara Corey.
Alfred C. Hocamg and family are
occupying their cottage on the shore
of the Georges River during the
. summer.
Mrs. Harlan Rawley of Rockland
is employed as waitress at Wan-eset 'Inn during the summer.
Samuel Davis and family have
moved to New Hampshire where Mr.
Davis has employment as a black
smith.
The Townsend Club meets Mon
day.
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Simmons
have entered upon housekeeping in
the Edward Monaghan house.
Mrs. Errol Wiley has returned
from Knox Hospital greatly im
proved in health.

Achorn.
_
............
of Wel|4sTey
Miss Cora A Bell
..............
"
Hills. Mass., is visiting Mrs Helen
Marple.
Irving S. Bailey of Weld is spend
ing a few days at his home here.
Miss Paye Keene of New 'York
is at her home here for the sum

mother, Mr. and Mrs Isaac Hooper.
Church Notes
Mrs. S. Chipman Walker and
ENORE FENTON, a graduate of
daughter,
Gale
of
Natural
Bridge.
“
Gcd
s
Four
Cheers for Man" will
- ---- --------------- — ---------- ----- _J the University of Washington,
N Y. are guests of Mr and Mrs competing against the nation's fast- be the theme of the Pastor’s ser
H A. Emmons. Mr. Walker, and est secretaries in the recent inter- mon at the Church on the Hill Sun
national commercial schools contest
w ~
B Maloney who passed the at Chicago, cracked her own world’s day at 10.30. At 1130 the Bible
weekend and holiday at the Em record to win the title of "the fast School will meet under the leader
mons’ home, returned Wednesday est secretary in American business." ship of Supt David Sivewright. with
Miss Fenton, who pitted her skill
mer.
to Natural Bridge. N Y.
against that of Dictaphone secre classes for every age that visitors
Carroll R. Cooney of Ntw York
William Ballard returned to Lex- taries, who were winners of district maY a's0 enjoy the study of the
is at his summer home here.
1 ington. Mass., after visiting at the contests held in leading cities, trail- Bible classes
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Gross and
Singing by everyone is the feahome of Mr and Mrs. Herbert Em scribed 38 net words a minute a
new high in the transcription of ,
, „
children of Bath. N. Y . are guests mons. a few days.
dictation in any medium. Last year. ture of
«*PPy Hour of Music
of Mr and Mrs Roland Creamer
Weekend and holiday guests of before she had entered business, she and Message at 7 o'clock Sunday
Mf and Mrs. Otto Klmich and
Mr. and Mis Donald Mathews were set a new world's record of 87 words evenings at the Harbor Church, asson Lawrence of New York are Mr and Mrs. Harry Dente of Cam a minute, competing as a represen- b
b <he Y
People's robed
tative of the University of Wash-,
,
....
.
n
spending a vacation at the Weston
Jngton
choir
and
the
instruments.
Pastor
bridge. Mass.
cottage, Keene s Neck. Bremen. ,
. . - ------------------------ . Smith will speak on "Abraham."
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Seavey and
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Leavitt of
.....----------. Mr and Mrs. Earl Draper of HopeChina
Grange
met Wednesday for J
Wilton N H.. are spndtng the week
are at a cottage at the last session until Aug. 31. when
MARTINSVILLE
with relatives.
a cottage at South Pond, for a va- children's night will be observed
Mrs. Clara Barton and Miss Flor
In the Church on the Ridge Suncation.
[ The third and fourth degrees were
ence Oeele have returned from a
Mrs. Alice Cook has been at conferred on three candidates and daV al 1030 the Pastor wiI1 talce
week spent at Dark Harbor
North Haven with Mr. and Mrs. a salad supper served. Addison as message topic Mountains To
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and sons Ron Bernard Jordan of Medfield, Mass. Seekins of Akron, Ohio, gave an in- i Possess." The Bible School w
ald and Arthur are visiting her par
Mr and Mrs Parker Spear of teresting talk cn "Rubber and th“ convene at 11.30; a welcome is exents. Mr and Mrs. Fred Scott.,
, ‘«pded to all. The service will be
Philadelphia, Penn., were guests Making of Tires."
Mrs John H Lovell was a Rock Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs Albert
Camp Abenakis, for boys, opened at 7 o clock in the Baptist Chapel
land visitor Thursday.
Peabody at their Crescent Beach July 1 with many familiar faces!at P01-1 Clyde. The midweek service will be Wednesday at 7 o'clock.
E E. Roderick. Deputy Commis cottage.
among both counsellors and boys.
sioner of Education, will be the
The annual picnic of the Ivy
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring and
guest speaker at the Lions Club ; chapter. OES. will be held Tues- sons Herbert and-Roger and daugh
PORT CLYDE
banquet Wednesday at the Lobster day d pleasant at "Galashiels" ter Ethel of Warren were visitors
J. Wesley Stuart will take as sub
Pot, Friendship. It will be ladies ■ Martin's Point. Friendship. If Sunday at the Esancy's. Other vlsinight.
j stormy Tuesday, members will go ' tors were Mrs. Doris Bumps and ject, "Mountains To Possess," SunMrs. Harold R. Smith went |the following day.
daughter Joyce and niece Caroline ' day in the Baptist chapel at 2
Thursday to Cooper’s Mills where
Leland O Hunt of Mexcio. will Jameson of China; Mrs. Hazel Fitz- oc'oc't Sunday School meets at
she will visit for a time
preach Sunday morning at the Con gerald and children Arlene and Carl- 3 p m The topic of the evening
ton. and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy , message will be "Where Do We Go
Mrs. Emily Hazelwood and Miss gregational Church.
From Here?" Prayer service will ip
Ethel Hazelwood of Roxbury. Mass
and children Ralph and Alice.
William Crossman entertained , T1'urst^ay at 7 p m
are guests of Mrs. Mary ElkinSi .
SOUTH CHINA
The Fourth was celebrated here I relatives from Massachusetts a few
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Goodhue
and children Linda and Peter of in a safe and Isane manner with I days recently
MATINICUS ROCK
Mrs. Lila Ladd had as recent I
-------Port Fairfield were visitors Friday family gatherings and fireworks, but
at Mr and Mrs B. G Miller's.
guests his aunt and uncle from
Constance Fletcher spent a few
no accidents.
Mrs Albert Riley and son
Kildeer was opened to the public Portland and on Wednesday they days at Matinicus the past week
Stephen of South Portland are at j iast weekend.
and Miss Ardis Ladd attended the j as guest of Roberta Young,
the Stephen A Jones home on a
The Zonta Health Camp was circus in Waterville.
j We have seen numerous whales
opened Friday. This is the seventh
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Dodge in this vicinity lately. They have
visit.
Barnett Brothers' Circus will play summer the camp has entertained a and her brothers Herbert and Leon been watched with much excitedozen children (girls for the past Plaisted. attended the rodeo Mon- ment.
here July 25.
• • • •
four seasons) who have come in day in Bangor.
The Ilex was at Criehaven on
School News
contact with tuberculosis in their
June 27 to install a flashlight at
School conveyance bids have not families but the not tubercular
the breakwater.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
yet been let but will be as soon as tbenuelveB. Mrs. Marion F. Aakes.
Ernest Wagner arrived at this
Mr and Mrs. Augustus Neilson of
routes have been satisfactorily or- R N, of Augusta, who is executive Tarrytown. N. Y . were visitors last J station June 30 for a general over
ganized
1 nurse of the Augusta Tuberculosis weekend at P. C. Neilson's.
j hauling of fog signal engines.
Richard
Gerry,
agricultural prevention Service, is manager, asMiss Carleen Miller has employ- ' Edith Thompson of Matinicus is
teacher is making a survey of the sistert by Myrtie Reeves, dietitian; ment at the summer home of Dr.1 visiting at the home of W. E.
farms in town, contacting parents MbjS Una c,ark R N Augusta put,_ Ralph Leonard at Davis Point.
Thompson.
of boys who might be interested in
nurse; Miss Muriel WalA large number of yachts passed
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne were
agriculture as an occupation, as jers seniOr counsellor, and Phyllis in West Boothbay last weekend.
the Light yesterday, bound East.
well as the raising of poultry, truck I Logsdon of South Portland. Junior
The Fourth was celebrated with
Mrs. Ruth Benner is employed at
gardening and marketing
Tlie counsellor.
a goodly amount of noise. We had
the Payson cottage in Cushing.
course will include training in book
Mr. and Mrs. Arvidi Bumps, chil
C. N. Lewis was home from Magee a nice display of fireworks in the
keeping. manual training and other dren and grandchildren, spent the Island for a holiday visit.
evening.
skills needed in modern farming.
holiday weekend at Pemaquid.
Good wishes to all "Guardians of
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Raita are en
Franklin Bush of New York is tertaining friends from California. Our Coast.”
WARREN
having more building done on
W A Lermond and Austin Orne
Bush's
Island,
formerly
Tacomet
are
employed at the Autio farm dur
Walter Gay Is attending the sum
FRIENDSHIP
Camp for Girls. Ralph Esancy. ing the haying season.
mer session at Bates College.
Miss Beatrice Benner is passing
The Sunshine Society will hold
Miss Clytie Spear of Brooklyn, Fred Plaisted and Ernest Webber
the summer vacation in Rockland. | a fair Tuesday at the K P hall.
N Y. who spent the past week with are carpentering for him.
her sister, Mrs Maynard Brennan
In Rockland also visited Mrs. Ben
jamin Starrett and Mrs. Henrietta
French.
Miss Ermlna Williams of North
Warren attended the funeral ser
vices In Camden Wednesday for
her cousin. Mrs. Minnie Hammond.
Rev Miss Norma Farnham of
Rochester. N. Y. summering in
Rockland, will preach Sundav
morning at the Baptist Church.
Church will meet at the usual Kdur,
with the Christian Endeavor «t 5
o'clock. The evening service will
be a song service, and the delegate
and alternate to the Baptist Con
vention, Mrs. Chester Wyllie and
Mrs. Howard Welch Sr. will re
port the session.
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Williams of
Whitinsville. Mass., were recent
guests of Nelson Williams, and Miss
Ermlna Williams.
Recent guests at the Cunningham
cottage at Crescent Beach, were
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear. Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Peabody, and Miss
Edna Nash.
Callers Wednesday at the home
of Mrs. Isa Teague were, Mrs E. D
Mank. Mrs. Louie Walter and Miss
Edna Howard, all of North Waldo
boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden Wight
returned Wednesday to Cambridge.
Mas), after passing the weekend
with Mr and Mrs. K. F. Wight.
Acclaimed fcy engineers, designer* and arliitt at the mutt advanced development In modern rail
Callers Sunday at the home of
Irantporlalion, the new Twentieth Century Limited, the New York Central't "tuperduxury train," in two
Miss Ermlna Williams were, Mr.
•erfion* each way, went into tertice between New York and Chicago on a time impulte tent to each’termlnnl
and Mrs. MacFarland, Mrs Orace
by tpecial wire from the Elgin Obtertalory.
Thii famout train it now on the fatten tchedule—J6 hourt—in lit 36 yeart’ hittory. It I, the firtl
Williams. Mrs Cora MacFarland
oil-room train in America. Il wat detigned by Henry Dreyfutt of New York,
and daughter of Union, Mr. arid
Al lop it thown the new Century tpeeding al 80 miler an hourt al left it a corner of the modernitllc
Mrs. George Oonla and Mrs. Inez
dining car and, al right, end of one teclion of the ebtertalion car with photomural of Chicago on hand
Creighton of Quincy, Mass., anti

T-1

Stars Start New Streamlined Twentieth Century Limited

WEST ROCKPORT

NEW BOULDER DAM PLAY AREA

Mr. and Mrs. William Brown and
son Francis of Portland were callers
Sunday at J. F. Heal's.
Mr. and Mrs E. W. Monkhouse
of Portland and Miss Myrtle* Fiske
of Damariscotta were among the
callers last weekend at A. A. Clark's.
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal, Mrs.
Khuene, Miss Carleen Vinal and
friend all of Portland were guests
Sunday of Mr. Vinal's mother, Mrs.
Emma V. Leach.
Mr. and Mrs Frederick F. Gris
wold of Sunmit, N. J., are visiting
L. A Gray. He also has as guest
Mr. and Mrs Harold Pedersen and
son of Rothersay Buteshire. Scot
land.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hamalalnen
and daughter Maureen of Portland
passed last weekend with Mr. and
Mrs Martin Hamalalnen.
Mrs. Charles Maxey of Glen Cove
has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Henry Keller this week.
A supper was given at the church
dining room Friday night for mem
bers of the Sunday School. It was
in charge of the Reds, the lasing
side In a contest held during tlie
last quarter. Charlene Heald was
captain of the Blues and Daniel
Andrews of the Reds.
Mrs Perley Merrifield and Mrs.
Elmer Merrifield entertained the
Tuesday Club this week
• • • •
Awards To Ulb'e Pupils
The exhibition of work done in
the Dally Vacation Bible school
held here during the last two weeks
in June was given Friday night
Two long tables were used for the
display of hand-work completed
by the pupils during that time.
Awards were distributed thus: For
perfect attendance, tiny celluloid
shields to Esther Hall Percy Fiskd.
ILLIONS of dollars of private and government capital have been poured into the Boulder Dam Recrea Vestina Fiske, Charles, Charlene
tional Area, Boulder City, Nev., to make it the outstanding western play area where boating, fishing and and Sylvia Heald. Lorraine Duntori.
bathing attract as high as 85,000 persons a month from all sections of the United States. Direct air service via
T.W.A. has just been established bringing the east coast overnight and the west coast two hours from the retort. Helen Hall. Ralph Dunton. Vernon
On sandy beaches, stretching for miles along 110-mile long Lake Mead, thousands will get their desert tan this Hunter, Gladys Parker, Mary Tolsummer in the high, dry climate for which the area is famous.
man, Margaret Walker, Arlene Kelt
ler, Dell and Jack Hyssong and
will occupy their cottage “Peace
SOUTH THOMASTON Hazel Nutt. Seventeen of the 19
OWL'S HEAD
Haven"
j
____
who were In attendance the open^
Mr and Mrs. L. S. Atwood of
F John Hilliard and family of
Miss Helen Sleeper is attending ing day of the school were present
Waynesboro. Va.. are at the Simp- Boston is at “Trial Mark Farm" for the summer session of Boston Uni at every session. To Beatrice Mars
son cottage. Holiday Beach and the summer.
versity.
ton of Rockport for memorizing 54
have as guests Harold Wilbur of
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Christo
Mrs. Fannie Ricker, son George verses of Scripture a lighthouse
Virginia Polytechnical Institute and pher and son of Needham. Mass., and daughter Edith of .Reading. miniature was given.
Robert Wilbur of W. and L. College. are at one of the Oscar Duncan cot Mass , and Bert Ricker of Malden
Special mention was made of
Mrs. E. Ricker and daughters Ruth tages for two weeks.
were in town over the holiday.
Hazel Nutt for 48 verses memorized.
and Ethel Bunte are also at the
Mt^ and Mrs Homer Yates and
Miss Barbara Mitchell of Port Hazel Nutt was awarded a bracelet
Simpson cottage.
♦
sons Homer and William of Spring- land ls spending the summer with for the best note-book on "The
Fenwick W Ritchie of Brooklyn field, Mass., are at their cottage. her parents here.
Life of Paul". Esther Hall daugh
N Y., and Mrs. Franklin Ritchie They have as guests Mrs. W E.
Mr. and Mrs Beryl Pierson and ter of Mr and Mrs. Vesper Hall of
and children of Highland Park. N Short of Trenton, N. J. Mr and Joseph Allen returned Tuesday to Rockville was star of the exercises
J., are at the Meserve cottage. Hen Mrs. Winthrop Hosley. Miss Sus- Wollaston, Mass.
in her rendition of the story, "Feed
drickson Point for the summer. anno Hosley of Springfield and Miss
Capt. and Mrs. Ross Wilson and ing the 5.000. '
Mrs. Fenwick Ritchie is spending Esther Hosley oi Warren, Mass.
son of Philadelphia have arrived at
the summer in Scotland with her
Miss Edna Thompson of Athol. Mrs. Eva Sleeper's Mrs. Wilson boy, he visited his grandparents.
daughter.
Mass. is visiting her aunt, Mrs. and son will spend the summer Mr. and Mrs B. D. Littlefield Mr.
Dr. W B. Adams has returned to Ernestine Tinsley at the Miller cot here
and Mrs. Davis returned home
Springfield. Mass., after spending tage, Hendrickson's Point for the
Mrs. Harold Goodenough and Monday night.
the weekend and holiday with’his summer. Miss Josephine Tinsley, son Tappan of Brighton were guests
Mrs Therese Stahl of Camden
family at “Easter Hill."
who spent last weekend with her of Mrs. Eva Sleeper over the holi formerly of this place, is HI.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Leadbetter mother. Mrs. Ernestine Tinsley, has day.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hodson
and son of Quincy. Mass., spent last returned to Danvers. Mass, to re
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stahl and have returned from a trip to Port
weekend at the home of Mr. Lead- sume her duties as p6ychometrist in children Nancy and Murry of New land. While there they attended
better's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi the Danvers State Hospital.
ton and Earl Hopkins of Quincy, the 50th wedding anniversary of Mr.
Leadbetter.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maddocks spent the Fourth with their parents Hodson's parents.
James St Clair of Boothbay Har- jand children Betty and Sidney of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hopkins.
"Bud" Watts, Kenneth Pierce
bor and Portland is visiting his Plainfield. Mass., were holiday visi
Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Crowley and Richard Knowlton "took in the
cousin Robert Learned.
tors at Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Mad of Danvers, Mass., called Monday sights" Sunday at Old Orchard.
Miss Arlene Plummer and Miss docks home.
on friends here.
Ruth Morris of Newark. N. J., are
Dr and Mrs. Robert Emery of
Mr and Mrs Oeorge Robbins of
occupying tlie Reynolds cottage for Winchester, Mass., are spending a Barre, Vt., were visitors Sunday at MODERN WOMEN
H««d Not Suffer monthly pain and delay due to
the season. They have as guests week's vacation at Rose Hill Farm W P. Sleeper's.
colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
I harnond Bi and Pills are effective,
Miss Myrtle Warren |pid Miss Amy
Mr and Mrs. Robert Davis of Chi-chcs-ters
J. Hugh Montgomery of Camden
reliable and gi ve Quick Relief. Bold by
Riddlesdorffer of Newark. N. J.
was a business caller in town Thurs Fall River, Mass, were dinner all druggists for over 50 years. Aik for ,
Miss Frances Dolan of Haddon day.
guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs
CHICHESTERS PILLS
field, N. J., recently visited Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Leadbetter Charles Watts. Mr. Davis’ last visit
*TMI BIAMONO
BRAMtf* ,
Dorothy and Mildred Young at the and family of Serttle, Wash., are ' here was 25 years ago, when as a
home of Mr. and Mrs Earl Young. visiting at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freeman Levi Leadbetter.
have returned to New Britain. Conn,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arey of
after visiting relatives here and in Dexter. Mrs. Lawrence Atkinson.
Rockland.
Mrs. Charles Wentworth, and Mrs.
Sterling Cobb has returned to Lee Warner Garland all of Portland,
after spending the holiday at the were recent visitors at the home of
home of Mr. and Mrs. M. E Scam Mr and Mrs. Fremont Arey.
mon.
Mrs. Edmund Osborne and chil
Holiday guests at the home of dren of New York city are spending
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Raynes were. the month of July at the home of
Mrs. Raynes' brothers. Burtman Mrs. W. B. Adams.
White and Joseph White of Rox
bury, Mass., Victor White of Crie
CLARK ISLAND
haven and George White and family
Mr
and Mrs. Maurice Jones had
of Vinal Haven. Also present were
Mrs. Oautieth and son Leo of On- \ as guests Sunday. George W. Blethtario.
{en, Mrs. Mabel Allison and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Ray Dillon of Wa- j Hale Richards. A picnic dinner
' terville were in town over the was enjoyed on the lawn,
j Fourth.
I Mis. James Felt and Mrs RayMiss Beryl Borgerson. who is mond McLeod of Thomaston called
training at the Peter Bent Biigham Monday on MLss Elizabeth MonaHospital. Boston is spending a vaca- ‘ ghan.
ticn at the home of her parents. I Mrs. Ernest Wade and family
Mr. and Mrs. A B. Borgerson. Miss 1 of Lawrence, Mass., spent last weekBorgerson has as guest Miss Evelyn ■ end with her mother, Mrs. Charles
Huse. also of Peter Bent Brigham J Rowland.
Mr and Mrs. Guy Colbath and
Hospital.
Miss Irene Thompson of Mem daughter. Phyllis of Farmington
phis, Tenn., was at “Ye Anchor N. H.. were in town Sunday and
called on Mr. and Mrs. James Har
Inn" reoently.
Mr. and Mrs. A Whittekind of rison and Miss Elizabeth Monaghan.
This ls a fine quality writing paper in grey,one or Ivorytone.
Cincinnati are c^cupying the Boody
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with
and family of New York passed a
cottage this season.
style A or B heading
Joel Smith of Braintree. Mass., Is day recently with Mr. and Mrs.
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black Ink
spending the summer with hLs Walter Berglund. Other friends
daughter Mrs. Winfield Maddocks. present were Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1-8x4 l-H
Dr. C B. Grass of Everett. Mass., Robbins of Rockland. Gus Melqulst
of
Tenants
Harbor,
Esther
Johnson
Ls at the Holman cottage Hendrick
Perfect for your own correspondence and Just the thing f» gifts.
of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. W.
son's Point.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cole and Johnson are at the home of her
daughter Marion of Newton, Mass., mother, Mrs. Hilma Johnson of
have returned home after visiting Thomaston.
Miss Kathleen Stevens has been
at the home of Mrs. Cole's father
visiting Mr. and Mrs George Baum.
Fred Maddocks.
Mrs Samuel Russel and daughter
John McLeod of Attleboro. Mass.,
Miss Ruth Russel who have been is at his old homestead for a week.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
visiting Dr. Paul Russel in India
John McCourtie of Barre. Vt.,
are to arrive here next week and visited friends here over the Fourth, i
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“POEMS OF PROFIT”

Weekend and holiday guests of

Mr. and Mrs. John Donlan of Wal
HEREIN MOD VJILL FIND
tham, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett.
Miss Thalice Spear and Nathan
Cutler were here from Cambridge.
Mass., to spend the weekend and
As collected by our correspondent. Alton
holiday with her parents. Mr. and
II. Crone, who is also The Courier-Gazette's
Mrs. L. True Spear.
authorized business agent in that town.
The Trytohelp Club will meet
OamdlD
goonHtii*.
Office phone SOI; residence phone 2439.
Tuesday night, instead of Monday
as usual, at the home of Miss Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins and , ing the week with her sister Mrs.
Small.
son Clifford attended thc Tilton- Howard Carroll in Augusta.
Mrs. Ralph Buzzell is visiting her
Newhall wedding Wednesday in
Miss Phyllis I. Moody is a patient
parents, Mr. and Mrs John T. Vose
at
Massachusetts
General
Hospital.
Rockland
in Portland this week.
Fred Cotta, a recent graduate of ;
The Megunticook Orange held
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Crockett
Wednesday the last meeting until the Wentworth Institute in Bos have returned from a honeymoon
ton. has a position as make-up man i
late August,
trip to Quebec and Montreal and
Charles Chadwick of Calais is | in the office of the Granite State
are now residing at the home of the
guest of his daughter Mrs. Fred ' News in Wolfboro. N. H.
bride's father, Fred Trask, in Cam
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lee and fam
Eddy.
den.
Commodore Maitland Alexander's ily of Rosemont, Pa., are spending
Probate Notices
1
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver and High School band, the church choir
yacht "Viator'' with Capt. Arthur the season at their cottage at Mel guests. Mr. and Mrs. John R. Don and quartet Rev F F Fowle of
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements
tn
this
column
not
i To all persons Interested ln either
Wagner has arrived from Florida vin Heights.
lan. motored to Freedom this week Winthrop, a former pastor of the to exceed three lines Inserted once for
_
_ _
_ .. of the estates hereinafter named:
waters. He will be in Dark Har
church, will be guest speaker, sub 25 cents, three times for 50 cent*. Ad
Ata
court h,|d a, Rockland.
Rev and Mrs. LcRoy A Campbell t0 vjs|t friends
ditional lines five cents each for one
GRAY kitten lost Sunday, on Ma
„ _
...... .
tr, i„» /.»
In and for the County of Knox, on the
bor for the summer making fre of New Haven, Conn., are guests of | Mrs. Frank Allenwood has re ject of sermon "Christian Fellow time 10 cents for three times. Six sonic
If you have acottage toi let or <le- : 2ist day of June In thc year of our
St Tel 1048-W
82*lt
small words to a line.
sire summer borers, a? T!?'.. *!£ l^ortl one thousand nine hundred an*
quent calls at this port.
friends in town for a few daiys turned from a visit with friends in ship."
WHITE tender "White Heather" lost; | wm ,12irtkni8itP4P r he 6 thou-ac<Ss thlrtv-elght and by adjournment from
on Coxswain Board. Notify CAMDEN will read of It ______________________ day w dgy from the 2ut day of sald
Mrs. Harry Clark is ill with pneu Mr. Campbell is a former minister Boston and Lynn. Mass.
Baptist: J. W. Hyssong minister.
YACHT CLUB
81*83
-----------------------------! June. The following matters having
monia at Community Hospital.
of thc Baptist Church.
Rev. N. F. Atwood was called to Worship at 11 a. m , sermon sub
TO LET
been presented for the action thereThe barge Thomas Sheridan of
Cottages to let by week, month or upon hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby
Robert Littlehale ot Warren is Vinal Haven Wednesday to officiate ject "God’s Barrier Against Men's
I
1 peason.
ORDERED:
Philadelphia is discharging coal at guest of his aunt Mrs. Lloyd Moody. at a funeral. Mrs Atwood accom Sins;" 12 noon. Bible school, with
COTTAGE for sale Wildwood Park.
Park
That notice thereof be given to alt
t Best
classes
for
all
ages;
5.30
p.
m..
the George Thomas Fuel Co.
Mew
on
Penobscot
Bay
Water
persons Interested, by causing a copy
panied him. They will remain there
YOUNG girl wanted to care for child
♦
and
llgh
’
s
available
Good
road
Low
j
of
this order to be published three
Miss Anna Schipper and Mrs.
Christian
Endeavor,
Guy
Young
from 8 a m to 2 p m. and do up
for the remainder of thc week and
cash price Also excellent lots. WILD- weeks successively In The Courler-Onstair work Apply CROSBY IUDWICK
JEFFERSON
Alice Schipper of Newtonville. Mass.,
leader;
at
7.30
p.
m.,
the
pastor
WOOD
DEVEIX5PMENT
CO,
14
Main
zete
a newspaper published at RockMr. Atwood will be the speaker
FARM: good buildings. 125 acres land
at Burpee Furniture Co.. Rockland
69-th-78 land ln said County, that they may
81-83 good location, plenty hard wood, six St . Tel. 501. Camden
will preach from the subject “The
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Probate Court to be held
Sunday at Union Church.
appear at
lumber cuts. 25 tons hay. good pasture,
FOR SALE
USED CARS
Ralph Erskine of Woods Hole.
at said Rockland on the 19th day of
Fred Schipper.
Eugene Rich was in Augusta Prayer of Faith;" special music with
Round bottom boat with outboard July A D 1938 at nine o'clock In the
1936 Plymouth. Dodge. Chrysler or spring well, six cows, one young horse.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith of Mass., and a former resident died Wednesday in the interest of the duet number by Miss Vera Easton Chevrolet, two or four door sedans ln Fully equlped with tools and machinery. motor Price for boih *70 Will sell forenoon, and be heard thereon If they
*2200
separately. This Is a good safe boat;
for 1937 or 1938 Chrysler or Price
Hallowell, recently visited Mr and after a brief illness in a New Bed various State Department exhibits and Charles Marston. Both sermons exchange
HOUSE and barn with three acres both motor and boat are In good con see cause.
Plymouth sedans
MAUDE E GRANT, late of Vlnatland
on
shore
at
Owls
Head;
good
celle.r
dition.
E O PHILBROOK & SON
Mrs. Frank Alexander.
are by special request.
haven. deceased. Will and Petition for
FREEMAN S YOUNO
ford. Mass., Hospital. He was an to be entere d in the coming Sports
632 Main St..
Rockland, CP?12« vl'* Price *1200 easy terms
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
I
FARM
Fair
buildings;
95
acres
land,
Kenneth Hurd and son George
Preparing For Regatta
I
163 Main St..
Rockland
Tel. 466-W
men's Show.
may* be proved and allowed and that
Tel 605-M
• 82-84 fine blueberry fields; three miles from
of Philadelphia and Ash Point officer on the Woods Hole Police
If
early
interest
is
a
true
indica

Letters
Testamentary
issue to Birdie
— | city Price *1800
81-83
A heavy guard rail is being con
M Mills of Vlnalhaven. she being thc
MAN—Drive service car collecting
TWO farms on No. 1 Highway, first
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. force until his death. He is survived structed at each end of the iron i tion. the Regatta-Sportsmen's Show and
COTTAGE
tor
sale
at
Spruce
Head.
Executrix named ln said Will, with
delivering nursery stock orders. , class In every way at low price
KGHT-’r^n’houZe all* improvements ’■>
aa.nd ’e"' out bond.
and suburbs; pay weekly
Will
Charles Atkins.
by his wife and five daughters.
bridge, taking care of the danger to be held Aug. 3-6. will be a grand city
give hustler chance to earn *350 month; and garage, central location.
Five R HAMMOND. 8 Llmerock St., CamLEONARD C. STETSON, late of
Miss Doris Page has returned
success. The cottage at Wildwood ly. and learn landscaping business E minute walk from center of Rockland den. Tel 601
80-88
Thomaston, deceased
Will and Peti
Eleanor Francis Dyer and Max ous condition caused by the removal
F
FARRELL
Newark.
N
Y.
82*lt
!
Price
*1200
COTTAGE
to
let.
at
Holiday
Beach
from Leominster. Mass., where she
tion
for Probate thereof, asking that
which is to be given away on the
ANOTHER about the same with large for month of July, by day. week or the same may be proved and allowed
Potter of Whitefield were married of the electric car tracks. The State
UPRIGHT
piano
wanted,
good
con

closing night, and which iz now dition State price. K K STOWELL. lot of land. *1500. Another without month; spring water, lights, conven- and that Letters Testamentary Issue
has been employed.
is in charge of the work.
All best of lence; front row, nice location. 115 to Helen L. Stetson of Thomaston, she
Mrs. F. R. McCullough has ie- ! cI*n for inspection, is drawing hun- Friendship
Miss Mary Barnes of Lynn. Mass., in Albion July 2 by Rev. N. M.
81*83 all Improvements. *1800
7 j location. I have a very large listing PARK ST
79-tf being the Executrix named tn said
has returned home after spending Heikes.
tiirneH frnm Rnvhurv affaa* tn n.-- dreds of Visitors each day.
Miss HOUSE wanted: Vicinity Rockland, to choose from.
TWO cottages for sale or rent by Will, without bond
turned lrom Roxbury. Mass., to *. ,
wioh R°<*POrt or Camden With barn preV F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel
GEORGIE A. ROBINSON, late of
week or season Crawford Lake Farm.
the weekend at the home of her
01
camaen nigu | ferred Reply by letter, giving full de- 1154 or 330 Foss House 77 Park St
Wavus Camps on Damariscotta cupy her summer home on Sea street , uoroln}
Will and Peti
80*82 Thomaston, deceased
with photo and price, to 4711
82-tf P W SKAY. Union
parents. Mr and Mrs A. A. Barnes, Lake opened July 6 with an enroll for the remainder ol the season. Scho°1 facuIty and Mre Mildred 1I scrlptlon
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
care COURIER- GAZETTE
81*83
FOR rent at Coopers Beach anytime the same may be proved and allowed
FOR
SALE
Mrs. Marguerite Barnes who accom ment of over 200 boys and girls.
July 1-21 Rev B P Browne's and that Letters Testamentary Issue
WANTED to buy: Large float with
Miss Lulu Payson if Waltham, Rhodes are hostesses, and are on
2 B R cottage Spruce Head Island between
cottage Apply at MRS RYDER's. 36 to Benjamin W Smalley of Thomaston,
run MAYNARD A INGRAHAM. Rock I Price $1100
panied Miss Barnes will visit here
Adin Turner is home for a few Mass . is at the Payson homestead dut' from 9 a- m 10 9 P- m- Sun- port. Tel Camden 2050
Masonic St.
80-82 he being the Executor named ln said
81-83
FARMS
for a few days before going to days.
for the summer.
'
included.
Forty-acre farm, 1400 apple trees conFIVE-room, well furnished house to Will, without bond.
TUTORING—low rates; French. Eng
j
slstlng
of
Delicious
and
McIntosh
ln
let.
suitable
for
summer
cottage,
on
A crew of mep under the dtrec- lish. Latin. Spanish DAPHNE WINSBrookline. Mass.
DEXTER C. UPHAM, late of Camden,
Herbert A. Moody, 67. lifelong
81*83 'elegant condition: KWoom house mod- Spru *e Head Island, connected by deceased
tow. 117
•*way. city.
Will and Petition for Pro
The annual bazaar of St. Thomas'
ern; 200 hens. 800 chWkens: owner will bridge with mainland; very accessible, bate thereof, asking that the same
Church
Notes
resident, died Monday after an ill
..’.round cook. H T take first mortgage for one-half sale near hotei and salt water; 5 acres may be proved and allowed and that
worth arc engaged in building a
Parish will be held Aug. 3, on the
St.. city.
70-tf price which Is $10,000
Owner says wooded land: orchard; rent reasonable Letters Testamentary Issue to Charles
Methodist; Bible school will con- |
ness of over a year. His widow, a
I road from the shipyard to the car
56-tf A Perry of Camden, he being the Exe
parish lawn.
G. refitting, repairing, $8 000 was taken from apples ln one TEL. Rockland 853-13 .
son, Ashby, a brother. Lewis, a sister vene at 10 a. m. At 11. worship with
season This farm overlooks a beausses
to
make
at
reasonable
cutor named In said Will, without bond.
nival grounds over which all neces
The Baptist Philathea Class and ,
£ JASPER RAWLEY. 120 . tlful lake Shewn at appointment only ,
Lucy Averill of Aina and three sermon by Rev. Philip Tolman. sub-1
IRA T. VINAL late of Thomaston.
Fifty-acre farm. Waldoboro, land runs)
sary trucks and cars entering the Llmerock at. city_________________77*82
fair committee met Friday follow
|
dmased. Will and Petition for Pro
I to water. Cape Cod style house, priced ♦
grandchildren survive. Mr, Moody ject "Be Content With Such Things |
bate
thereof, asking that the same may
WATCHMAKER Repairing watches, 'at $3500
carnival
area
will
pass.
This
will
ing which a picnic supper was i
Electric light.1, well water
water' ♦•
I?TP
♦ , be proved
and allowed and that Letters
was a successful farmer until forced As Ye Have." Special anthem by j
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
sink
eliminate all motor traffic, from deliver B Arthur mauomber 23 piped to FREEMAN
served.
♦
'Testamentary
Issue to Ada F. Vinal of
♦
S YOUNG
to retire from active life due to ill choir. At 7 30 service of praise and
R
’
Thomaston,
she being the Executrix
Amesbury
St
.
Rockland.
Tel.
958-J
K
168
Main
St..
Rockland
the
entrances
used
by
pedestrians
Capt. John Wadsworth has gone
named
in
.said
Will, without bond.
79-tf
ness. and was a member of Bunker
Tel 605-M
I
immediate rental ln Thomaston
making a muFh safer and cleaner
to Portland in the "Sea Lion" to
ESTATE FRED W HESSEA’. late of
_________________________________ Bi *83 attractive furnished or unfurnished
Hill Grange, Riverside Lodge of Ma speaker, using as theme "God and
for. Admln: condition.
bring back the Edwy Taylor Yacht
SEVERAL acres of blueberries for apartment of four rooms and bath Union, deceased
„skln„ ,hPetition
„t J(„nhln
F
sons. and Sheepscot Lodge of Odd You."
sale on vines LAWRENCE WEAVER within one minute ot Main street. In, ,, •.’ain8o5h®Lf”“P?i"Ps„.,®£*,_
Free parking space will be pro
after its recent accident.
Route
1.
Warren
81*83
quire
of
FRANCES
H
BABB.
14
Knox
"
'th™u
A
special
fellowship
service
will
Fellows. Funeral services were held
1 street, within three days
82*lt P""?"'
aPPo>”tpd Admx.. without
vided for all other cars. A delega- I
The Republican women of Knox
THREE-room bungalow ln Rockport
bond.
Thursday in thc Bunker Hill be held July 17 at the church, with
for sale, with or without 40 acres; low j UNFURNISHED house to let at
tion of Boy Scouts, assisted by mem- I
County arc invited to meet at the
RALPH A GUSHEE. late of New York.
Church and burial was in Fairview the Pentecostal Church assisting.
price. Also second-hand stoves bought South Union. 10 rooms, wood shed, *N Y. deceased
Exemplified copy of
bers of the O. F Burgess Fire Co,.
Community
Building Rockland.
and sold TEL 1214-M. Rockland. 80-tf stable, garaci connected, electric lights. Will and Probate thereof, together with
cemetery prior to which the Ma Special musical numbers will be
Chance
to
keep
hens
and
two
cows.
a
Petition
for
Probate
of Foreign Will,
Will have charge of the parking
Monday at 2.15. Four speakers will
ROX 46. South Union
82*84 asking that the copy of said will may
given by the reed section of the
sonic burial service was given.
( area.
address the meeting and among
FURNISHED apartment to let at 122 be allowed, filed and recorded ln th?
Camden St.: dishes, linen; 10 minutes Probate Court of KbOl C”untv. nod
them will be Mrs. Inez G. Wing of
Maynard Ingraham and William '
*
from Samoset. TEL 1123-W
82-tf that Letters of Administration de bonis
Ingraham will have charge of the
Kingsfleld. vice chairman of Re
with the will annexed, be issued
♦
MODERN apartment to let. five rc^rns. non.
Elizabeth C Newbert of Appleton,
campus site, which will be pro
publican State Committee.
bath, garage; heated in winter; quiet to
section. Within five min without bond
; WINTER cabbage plants for sale. | residential
vided for those who desire to pitch
Mrs. E. M. Crosby is attending a
ESTATE LILLIAN A CUNNINGHAM.
utes walk to heart of city. Rent reaOVERNESS
SARKESIAN.
Tel.
568-W.
meeting of the Board of Trustees |
[ sonable.
Furnished if desired. In- late of Warren, deceased Petition for
j their tents and remain for a part
By R. F. SERVICE - —------------ —
157 Talbot Ave____________
B2'84 qn'irp THE mens shop Mal'n St Cor-1 Dl-trtbutlon presented by Maurice M
of the Odd Fellows home at Auburn.
j or the entire four days. Running
82-tf ' Cunningham of Warren. Admr
SEA shore lots for sale also good I ner Park
a cup of steaming tea after a stren water and other facilities will be at
1 ™ fthI0OuI-C°R,^'
I PIOS for
f«>>r »i>d nve week I ESTATE LESLIE C. DEANF late of
Mrs. E H. Tinker entertained
on
the
new
State
Road
overlooking
CHESTER
Petition for Li
uous day of vocal activity.
CHESTER-BERK , Rockport, deceased
1 their service.
Wednesday at her home “Sunset
Harrington’s Cove.
CLARK. SHIRE. Gleason and
Real
sltu• • • •
Hill Farm. Union. Tel cense to Sell. certain
.
_.
. Estate,
.
...
Spruce Head. Me.
82*85 4_5
82*84 atccl ln J^x'kPort* and fully described
Lodge,” Mrs. Lois Irish of Wal
In preparation for the big water
Raymond Page, thc bandleader, is
--------■
—
■
In
said
Petition,
presented
by
Ralph
HAND
printing
press.
6x9
for
sale.
,
being besieged with offers for east ' events, under the direction of Mayecond floor apartment h Wilson of Rockport Exr.
tham. Mass.. Mrs. Dayley, Mrs. Al- ‘
also two acetylene torches, gauges, and ' toFURNISHED
let
14 MASONIC ST.
ern appearances since it was an
8llKi
ESTATE WILDER W PERRY, late of
extra fittings. Price right for quick | __________________________________
vah Greenlaw. Mrs. Sophie Wil-,
nounced that he was leaving Holly | nard Graffam, a crew supervised by
FIVE-room
apartment
to let ALICE 1 Camden, deceased
Petition for Llsale 38 WATER ST. Rockland 82*84
FULLER.
25
Linden
St
Tel.
106-J
78-tt
:
cense
to Sell certain Real Estate, altuliams. Mrs. Telia Salisbury, Mrs. ]
Thurston
Spear
are
repairing
and
wood for New York for a short re
19-ft power boat for sale, copper —snrvxwn
vted In Camden, and fully described
Your name and address printed
cess from radio.
fastened. 4 h p engine; also new’ milch oeU^J A jXaSK Xe C Ai.'.TTL"
painting the floats, diving boards,
Ann Hobbs, Mrs. Clara Thorndike, i
HiS:!1-"
P*‘“lon. presented b, Harold
on envelopes and paper or mono cow with calf. A. E. SNOW, South
l
S.
Davis and Charles A Perry, both of
Mrs. Grace Lowe. Mrs. Marne Wil- j
etc. New equipment will be bought
Thomaston.
82*85 1LTON 29 Chestnut St.. Tel. 986-J _78-tf
_
_
i
Camden.
Trustees.
gram on sheets, address on en
for the refreshment booth which
son. Mrs. Aubrey Crawford, and
for sale in good condition
THREE furnlehed rooms with toilet;
ESTATE LILLIAN A CUNNINGHAM.
velopes. Black. Blue, Green or 73 HANOI
MAVERICK ST
81*83 t.,U^£urjUshP^ ,
Wlth b8th ,. *.? '»«* of Warren, deceased
First and
will be presided over by Mrs. Eliza
Mrs. Alice Paul. The honor guests
Brown ink.
78-tf 1 fmal account pre-ented for allowance
NEW and used Johnson outboard KNOX ST. Tel 156-W
beth Libby.
were Mrs. Irish and Mrs. Dayley.
three
,
by
Maurice
M.
Cunningham
of
Warren.
FURNISHED apartment of
motors for sale, also boat and yacht
WATER STRIPED VELI.UM
e
supplies. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden. rooms to let. second floor, modern. Admr.
Monday nigrt* at Masonic hall
Arey-Heal Post A. L. meets Thurs
White Deckle Edge
Tel. 464
64-S-tf Suitable for couple. Garage if desired.
ESTATE ALVENA S ANDREWS. late
there will be a get-together of par
day. There will be only one meet
C. A EMERY. 28 Pacific St. Tel 436-M of Rockport, deceased. First and final
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
TWENTY-Lon of loose hay for sa e.
73-tf
account
presented for allowance by
ents of all the High School stu
ing each month during July Aug- !
36 envelopes 4x5f. square flap
early cut. $100 MACK UPTON. AppteUNFURNISHED apartment with bath Percy R Keller. Admr.
ton.
72*th-81
ust and September, this to be the [
$1.15 postpaid
dents, with a covered dish supper
ESTATE KATHERINE SOBEL. late of
to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
ONE horse mowing machine. John 156-W
70-tf Camden, deceased. First and final ac
at 6 p. m. At this time matters
second Thursday of the month.
De^r. and Yankee rack for sale, prac
OR
count
for allowance by Frank
FURNISHED apartments to let. of two Blank. presented
tically new; also refrigerator. WINNIvital to the success of this and
Thc annual drive for membership! It is the bringing together of diverse
Exr.
60 flat sheets 7%XlO!£
>FRED WHITNEY. R F D 2. Waldoboro. rooms and bath. $6 week V. F. STUDESTATE FRANK E GRINNEI*L. late
future carnivals will be discussed
of the Community Hospital is now t and Interesting personalities which
81*83 LEY Tel 1154 or 330. 283 Main St 69-tf
50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
*
*
I of Union, deceased First and Anal achas made Bing Crosby's program a
Mothers of the Senior class will
18-FT. Knockabout for sale or rent.
under way.
$1.40 postpaid
4-ROOM tenement
count presented for allowance by Herstandout. Perfect example of this
Is In perfect condition. W. L. TOMP- w.'A'So’ r?ar?Tr „’h°S- ,
I
L- Grinnell. Admr. C T.A.
serve as supper committee.
There will be a band concert by type of entertainment was the meet
MILLER. Rankin St . Tel 692-M 79-tf
™
.
KINS. Friendship.
79'81 -------------------------------,-------------------------- E1STATE MARY E BANKS, late of
AUTOCRAT
DECKLE
EDGE
combined bands on the village green ing of Simone Simon, pictured above,
CAMP for sale at Lermond Pond, two
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE Avon. Massachusetts, deceased. First
ROCKVILLE
White Vellum
rooms, screened porch, furnished, row ST
79-tf and Final account presented for allowwith Bing and Bob Burns. Tne
tonight at 7 30.
boat, sandy beach, reasonable price.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lamson have
.Square flap envelopes and folded TEL
FOUR room apartment to let, alj I ance by Priscilla G. Fenner. Admx
At Methodist Church. Rev. Wes- ! slight French accent of the screen
Camden 2257
81*83 modern
IzORA M CHESLEY. late of RockApply at CAMDEN and
ingenue, mixed up with the Crosby
had as guests over the holiday and
sheets
Will and Petition for,
HORSE mowing machine for sale ROCK LAND WATER CO . Tel 634 79-tf land, deceased
ton P Holman, will use as sermon I lingo and Burns' Van Buren drawl
50 envelopes 4x5
Probate thereof, asking that the same'
through the week their daughter.
Crawford Lake Farm. P. W. SKAY’.
When Marek Weber, above, arrived
"The Forgotten Boy," at 10.30 a. m. was sure fire comedy.
may
be
proved
and
allowed and that
Union.
80*82
60 sheets 4>ix7%
in America last year it was the hap- ; Dr
E Lamson of Jersey City
Testamentary issue to Ralph
• • •
Notices of Appointment Letters
Music will be under the direction
RUMMAGE sale, books, dishes, pic
$1.35
postpaid
M Chesley of Rockland, he being the
piest moment of his life. It ex- I and son Albert Lamson of Wortures, rockers, tables, baby carriage,
of A. F. Sherman. Bible Classes Rudy Vallee discovered that latest ceeded the joy of conducting for cester.
Executor named In said Will, without
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
furnace oil burner, hot water heating
bond.
song
hit
of
his
in
a
pile
of
old
I.
Charles
L.
Veazle.
Register
of
Pro

plant. PEASLEE78 BARN. 88 Summer
and Church School at 11.45, Classes
royalty
all
over
Europe.
The
reason
Maurice R Clough of Boston
music. The song is "Oh, Ma-Ma"
8t.
80-83 bate for the County of Knox, in the 1 ESTATE LELAND S HAGER. Jr., of
for all ages. Happy Hour Service but most people are calling it "The for the maestro's jubilance was that
Wakefield,
Mass. Petition for License
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln '
passed the weekend and Fourth
the following estates the persons were j to Sell certain Rnnl Estate, situated ln
at 7.30. Song service with brief Butcher Boy.” It was an Italian his greatest ambition was to lead a
appointed Administrators. Executors. Union, and fully described ln said
band in the States. He achieved with Mrs. Clough who is spending
Guardians and Conservators and on Petition, presented by Mabel J. Hager
address by thc pastor, topic. "White song which was published about ten that desire almost immediately.
the summer with her father D. A.
the dates hereinafter named:
said Wakefield. Gdn.
years ago
*
*
*
Feathers;" soloist. Mrs. Allen PayOLIVER F. CUSHING, late of ThomSALLIE HOUSTON HENRY, late of
Sherer.
Irene
Rich,
who
has
commanded
the
aston. deceased Ethel G Cushing of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, deceased.
son. Monthly meeting of the board
radio spotlight for the last five
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton of
Thomaston was appointed Exx . May Exemplified copy of Will and Probate
in thc vestry Monday at 7 o'clock.
and qualified by filing bond i thereof, together with a Petition for
i years, has been selected to play the | Amherst have been callers on Mrs.
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss 20. 1938. tn*io
1 Prnhatn
Probate nf
of Pnrntcrr*
Foreign Will asking that
"Sacrament’ 'is the subject of the
of deposit book numbered 37827. and June 7. 1938
role of mother to Deanna Durbin in
j
Dalton's
brother
C.
P
Tolman.
the owner of said book asks for dupli
BERNARD A. PITMAN. late of Apple- the copy of said will may be allowed
the Universal Pictures movie. "That
lesson-sermon to be read in the
cate in accordance with the provision ton. deceased. J Asbury Pitman of filed and recorded In the Probate Court
L. E Lamson who has been conCertain Age." Miss Rich will con
of the .State Liw. ROCKLAND SAV Appleton was appointed Admr . May 17. cf Knox County and that Letters TestaChurch of Christ. Scientist. Sunday J
tinue to be heard on the air during j fined to the house by illness is imINGS BANK By Edward J Hellicr. 1938. and qualified by filing bond June i '"'T
‘Li?81?*’ i. SLd,?lp
The Golden Text is; “Let us keep
15 1938
and (-}eraId Ronon. both of said Phllaher film activities.
Tress., Rockland. Maine, July 2. 1938
I proving and able to be out.
drlphla.
without
bond.
79-S-85
CARL W MOFFITT, late of Rockland,
the feast not with old leaven ,
ESTATE NANCY E SHIBLEB. late of
j Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jacobs of
I LAWN mowers sharpened, called for deceased. Knox County Trust Company,
neither with the leaven of malice !
of
Rockland, was appointed Exr . June TliomRston. deceased Petition for Per
Slid
delivered
Tel
791.
CRIE
HARB!
Norway
were
guests
last
weekend
of
petual
of Burial Lot. presented bv
and wickedness, but with thc un- I
WARE Co.. Rockland
79-tf 21. 1938, and qualified by filing bond on WatsonCare
T. Barter of St. Oeorge. Admr
Your name and address printed
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry.
same date.
I A GO^D Letter-Reading. Send 28c.
leavened bread of sincerity and
ESTATE EDWARD E BARTON, late
on sheets and envelopes only
JOHN D CHAPMAN, late of Rock
Bernard Clark of Thomaston lias
, Questions answered
Helpful indica land. deceased.
Mary Chapman of of Vlnalhaven. deceased. Petition for
truth."
tions.
GEORGE
JONES.
Dixmont.
Me.
License
to Sell certain Real Estate,
PATRICIAN
been spending the week with his
Rockland was appointed Exx., June 21.
80*82 1938. without bond
situated In Rockport, ar.d fully de
Mr. and Mrs Oscar A. Knight,
White Laid
cousin, Evans Tolman.
scribed
In
said Petition, presented by
Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink j LADIES- Reliable hair goods at RockQUINCY R MAKHR late of Vlnal Iz'slle B. Dyer of Vlnalhaven, Admr.
who spent the winter in Florida j
Mr. and Mrs Matthew Starr went
J land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders haven. deceased. Sarah A Maker of
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
Witness, HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire.
have opened their house on Moun- i
Vlnalhaven was appointed Exx . June
solicited. H C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
on a fishing trip to Moosehead Lake
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
40 envelopes 4x5%
79-tf 21. 1938. without bond.
tain street.
County.
Rockland. Maine
over the Fourth.
SARAH I .ELIA VAIL, late of Rock
Attest:
Commodore Chauncey B. Bor- |
I MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength land. deceased. Fred Ellis Achorn of
OR
The
Daily
Vacation
Bible
School
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw Rockland was appointed Exr., June 21.
land and family have arrived to j
Register.
I oyster lnvlgorators and other stlmul- 1938. without bond.
60 flat shreta 6'/,xl0%
which was held for two weeks at
79-S-85
spend the summer at their cottage ‘ Tim Ryan, above, NBC-Blue net
|
ants.
Value
$1.25
Introductory
price
40
envelopes
4x6%
MABEL
CABOT
SEDGWICK,
late
of
I West Rockport closed Friday with
work comedian, and his partner.
$1 Call, write C. II. MOORE
CO.. Boston. Mass., deceased
Ellery
Sedg

$1.15
postpaid
on the Belfast road.
Irene Noblette, arc rapid-fire “pig' Rockland.
79*90 wick of Boston. Mass., was appointed
a demonstration which was very in
WE BUY
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Brown are in latin" talkers and whenever they
Exr , June 21. 1938. and qualified by
teresting
and
displayed
the
varied
NOTICE
TO
MARINERS
GRAYTONE
TWEED
filing bond on same date
Alan L.
North Deer Isle to spend the sum have anything to say to one an
|
The
name
of
the
gas
screw
yacht
program and excellent instruction
Vellum
Bird of Rockland was appointed Agent
other which they don't want others
I "DOMAGE” official number 224,623 has ln Maine.
mer.
«
AND SILVER
to understand they speak in the
the young people had. Seven boys
been changed by permission of the
60 foldpd sheets 444x7%
JOHN HEILALA. late of Hope, de
William J. Lee and family of peculiar jargon. They get cast mem
director of the Bureau of Marine In
Clarence E. Daniels
40 envelopes 4x5'/,
and girls from here were enrolled.
ceased
Alan
L.
Bird
of
Rockland
was
spection and Navigation to “KAIUWashington, D C. are at their Mel- I bers confused when they let loose Two former columnists in the popu Quite a number from the village at
JEWELER
LANI” JOHN WINSLOW WILLIAMS. appointed Admr., June 21. 1938. and i
qualified by filing bond June 23. 1938 | 370 MAIN ST.
OR
vin Heights cottage for the season, j this double-talk in the middle of a lar "Judy and Jane" radio cast fre
ROCKLAND
. 414 North Charles St.. Baltimore. Md
tended
the
evening
program.
rehearsal.
FRED M BLANCHARD, late of War
81-84
quently compare notes on their
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
* * •
Miss Edna Young has been spend- j
ren.
deceased.
Frank
H
Ingraham,
of
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnctt and
journalistic experiences. Carolyn
40 envelopes 4x6%
Rockland, Public Admr. for the County
Paul Taylor, whose vocal chorus McKay, dramatic actress pictured son are at Bailey's Island.
of Knox, was appointed Public Admr..
$1.15 postpaid
groups are featured on several ma above, edited a column in her col
June 27. 1938. and qualified by filing
RADIO REPAIRING
Brainerd Thurston and Norman
jor airings, has records made dur lege publication, and Jack Brinkley,
All makes serviced and recon
bond on same date.
ing singing rehearsals and plays announcer, was radio columnist on Thurston were in Massachusetts
BUILDING MOVING
EDITH F GRAY, late of Rock’ahd.
ditioned. Costs of parts and
deceased. Charles T. Smalley of 1 »ck"None too large; None too small" them back to the harmonlzers for several metropolitan daily news over the holiday.
work estimated. Tubes tested
land
was
appointed
Exr
.
June
2,.
i
38
corrective impressions.
If you think there is—try
free of charge.
papers.
and qualified by filing bond on J«i ie
Mrs. Viola Willey and son Har
• ♦ •
• • •
28. 1938
MAINE MUSIC CO.
old
of
Skowhegan
have
been
re

OLD BEN PAUL
Attest:
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Lucille Manners, Friday night NBC Aunt Jennj' says some people think
ROCKLAND,
ME.
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIB.
ROCKPORT, TEL. CAMDEN 8611 concert series star, scorns all throat they are worth a lot of money sim cent guests of her mother Mrs.
Dept.
3Th-tf
Register
77-82 lotions, The only thing she uses Is ply because they have it J
Annie Bucklin,
I 1
7J-9-W

—AT—

CAMDEN
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♦
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veVy-OtHer-Day

A Holiday Shower

Tested Recipes

ETY

Vliss Emery Will Disclose
Them At Next Tuesday’s
School

Page Sevefi

OUR GRADUATES

FREE

Miss Virginia Leach Hon
ored At Joyous Party In
Sea Gull Villa

: :TODAY : :
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

Fourth of July was happily ob- (
Tuesday July 12 Is cooking school
Mrs. Sarah Welch has returned to
ICE COLD COCA-COLA while you
served at "Sea Gull Villa," Ten
New York, having been a guest of day—and a fascinating day it will
ait in our cool waiting rooms, com
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Cooper.
ant’s Harbor, the home of Dr. and
be. too. for women who attend the
fortable anil homelike.
school, which will be conducted
Mrs. Charles Leach, where a family
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sprague of at Park Theatre. The sessions start
J party congregated numbering 32
Charleston. Mass., were Old Home at 1 o’clock, doors open at 12.30
Although the rain at times marked
Week guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Printed programs with the recipes
some of the festivities outdoors, it
Sprague.
which Miss Elizabeth Emery dem
, In no way hampered the enthusi
onstrates, will be given away. They
astic attention given the delicious
Chapin Class will picnic Tuesday arc the kind you will want to save
* * * *
lobster dinner.
ALL WORK
July 12, with Mrs. Grace Rollins, at and refer to again and again. Bring
Many showers occurred through
ABSOLUTELY
SUMMER VISITORS
On the Staff At Al’s Salon Are
Holiday Beach.
GUARANTEED
a notebook and pencil as there are
the day but the largest of ail was
Al Plourd, master operator
many things which are said that
! the miscellaneous shower given in
Occasionally one hears thc re
and Rita Staples, assistant
Mrs. Marguerite Hills of Bristol, you will want to make note of. Be
ck: “I did not see anything in
honor of Miss Virginia Letch of j
ie Courier-Gazette about my
R. I„ has returned home, after there promptly on time—no seats
Licensed
Operators—Norma Monroe
Rockland who was caught in a scat
rests. Tire impossibility of ob- visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. will be reserved.
and Ruth Staples
■
over
which
hung
a
hands
(me
large
lining the names of all sumGregory, North Main street.
Miss Emery is popular with house
j white parasol, covered with red
Barbers—Paul Plourd, Hugh Hughes,
er visitors who come to Rockwives for her attractive personality,
! white and blue hearts. A cross
od in July and August is maniBud Morissette
Mr. and Mrs. William Koster, and novel ideas, and interesting lectures.
. The paper desires to note
word puzzle introduced to the guests
h arrivals (the guests them 1 children of Augusta are occupying A fleld representative of the Spry
what was to follow. Each guest
es look for it), and to this | the Linnekin cottage at Dynamite Research Kitchen. Cambridge. Mass.,
I was presented a souvenir bunch of
asks its readers to send in
, Beach.
! firecrackers, while Ginnle received
she comes with tested recipes and
items, eitner directly to the
a
technique
that
is
deft
and
smart.
a huge firecracker holding many
e, or to the society reporter, I
-------Leola Noyes, whose tele- I Mr. and Mrs. Fred True are va Through this connection she has
beautiful gifts.
1 one number Is 873-R. Social cationing at the McGrath cottage, access to food knowledge of a pro
The handsome flowers • which
nts as well as arrivals and de I South Bristol during July and Au
fessional sort that the usual lec
graced the home were from the gar
ntures are earnestly desired.
gust.
turer does not have, and this she
dens of Mrs Fred Kittredge, Mrs
uses to give interest and charm to
Amory Allen and Mrs. Eugene Stod
Claus Sandwall of IJlest NewMr and Mrs. George J. Adams her talk.
dard of Rockland, and lent a charm
Mass.. is one of ten men chosen and Miss Rose Adams left Thursday
Among other things the lecturer
j to the occasion. The buffet lunch,
he reception to look after the for Rangeley, where Mr. Adams and is an expert in deep-frying and
I served later in the day, was a
,-ig Swedish delegation while his sister will be instructors at makes quite a point of it in her
dainty affair consisting of heart
COMPLETE WITH
are in Boston, as a part of the Camp Waya Awl for the summer. talks. Many housewives who have
] shape cakes, frosted in* red, white
Special Offer
100 WATT MAZDA
tentenary observance of the
never mastered this process will
: and blue, cookies and candy all ln
i'dish settlements in this counBULB — PLASTIC
Mrs. Annette Keighley and find her explanations very helpful.
heart shape. A large cake for GinDr. and Mrs. Sandwall (Alzlri daughter Jane, of Middle Haddam. A recently-patented device is part
DIFFUSER.
nie to cut, with the appropriate
titworth. formerly of this city) Conn, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. of the secret and makes it no trick
emblems, sandwiches and tea. The
•> invitations from the Gover- J E. Stevens
at all to have delicious lobster cro
table cover and napkins to match
of Massachusetts to attend the
quettes, fried oysters, doughnuts,
with heart and bird design. The
er at the Copley-Plaza Sunday
Miss Elzada North has been a corn or pineapple fritters. The uten
centerpiece consisted of two small
irg honoring the Crown Prince patient at Knox Hospital for a sil is simplicity itself to operate, is
bird cages, each with a mechanical
1en and his party. Dr. Sand- throat operation.
equipped with an easily-read ther
bird within bearing this inscription:
Was also in Deleware early in
"Quite like these birds, they'll soon
mometer so that correct tempera
be caged:
week for thc celebration there.
Mrs. W. N. Batchelder and sons tures can be maintained at all times,
Because you sec they are engaged."
Robert and Conrad of Glens Falls, and needs only two pounds of SpryOut of town guests from Portland
I •». Lester Ayer of Medford, N Y„ are spending a few weeks each time it is used. Due to a
were:
Mr. and Mrs. William Hol
I
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. at “Columbia" cottage, Holiday
special introductory offer by the
man, Mrs Susie Fiske. Mr. and Mrs
| ird Oxton, Suffolk street.
Beach.
manufacturer it can be obtained for
Irving Pettenglll. Mrs. Clara St.
a short time at half-price.
Clair and Mr. and Mrs. Austin St.
D E. Woolley and Mrs. A. Miss Lorea S, Adams and Miss
At the close of each session, Miss
Clair. From Rockland came Mr.
i ear of Mt. Vernon, N. Y„ are Catherine Carpenter of Providence,
Emery will be glad to answer ques
and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard and son
' leir Pleasant Beach cottage R. I., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
(Top to Bottom)
(Top to Bottom)
tions on any cookery problem which
Richard, Mrs. Edna Leach and
j month's stay.
F. B. Gregory.
is troubling you. So bring your
Ruth Thomas
daughter Virginia, Mr. and Mrs.
Ruth Wheeler
questions, and be ready to take full
Bernard Thompson
George St. Clair, Capt. and Mrs.
Elizabeth White
and Mrs. F. F Hufnagel of
Knox Hospital is again In re advantage of this extra-special ser
Warren I'lmer
Helen Whitmore
John A Stevens and daughter Kay,
i ernon, N. Y. are at their cot- ceipt of boutonnieres and verses for
vice.
Mr and Mrs. Amory Allen, Mr. ano
Marion Vinal
Edward Williamson
Ash Point, and have as guests individual trays, sent by Mr. and
Fifteen shopping bags, full of na
Mrs. Wilbur Cross, son Bill and
Louise Waldron
Virginia Willis
. md Mrs. F. A. Reilly of Mt. Mrs. IW. S Brawn of Broadway.
tionally-advertised groceries, will be
daughter Alice Mr and Mrs. Law
. >n and Mr. and Mrs. George This has become an annual custom
CENTRA MAINE
given away at each session and, also,
rence Leach and daughter Jeanine,
of Pelham, N. Y.
and is greatly appreciated.
there will be a fine selection of im
POWII
DMPAMY
Mrs. Pearl Dodge and daughter
portant gifts that are listed else
Mary; also Mrs. Abbie Leach of Ten•
and Mrs. Everett J. Mason
Charles E. Bicknell of Parlin, N.
JH.l.SON-GARDNER
Tonlan Circle will meet Wednes where in this paper.
ant's Harbor.
the Fourth with Mrs. Mason's day night, with Mrs. Pauline Mc
J.,
arrives
this
afternoon
for
a
week's
Any young housewife attending
Charles D. Jillson of Lewiston,
ts, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar F. Williams, 26 Chestnut street.
the cooking school come away well visit with his mother, Mrs. Frances
GLEN COVE
, at Matinicus.
B.
Bicknell.
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Merle C. Jillson
occurred here the holiday when four
equipped to make successful pas
Mrs. Ogarita Rose Rugg, of Port tries, luscious cakes, and other foods
of Madison, and Miss Carol Gard
Fireworks were displayed at sev young women sought a girls' camp
Mrs. H M Lord of Washington,
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
■s Esther Chapman left Thurs- land will be soloist Sunday at the
that will make “hubby" more than D. C, arrived Friday afternoon ner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank eral homes including the Fullers. where friends were passing thc
for Philadelphia, after a three Christian Science Church.
ALL IN TECHNICOLOR
satisfied with his choice.
The and will be guest of Col. and Mrs j Gardner of this city, ^vere married Freemans. Andrews, Footes and Sea weekend. After taking in thc en
<s' visit with her parents, Mr.
grand prize will be an electric Kenneth P. Lord at the "Moorings" July 2 at thc Methodist parsonage View Cabins.
TZ,
Mrs. Vernal Chapman. She Mr and Mrs. S. W. Gregory of
tire town, driving In the rain, they
roaster.—adv.
Port
Clyde.
Miss
Patricia
Rogers
Charles Hare, Robert Hare and called Augusta for further instruc
iceompanied by her cousin. Da- i Berlin, Conn., are guests of Mr. and
in South Portland. Thc double
Adventures of
of Fort Hamilton, N. Y„ will also be
Bernard Andrews are caddying at
iifoch. who will go to Bethlehem, Mrs. F. B. Gregor#.
ring
service
was
used,
Rev.
Charles
tions
and
learned
that
it
was
a
dis

Dana Jordan has returned from their guest for two weeks.
Hotel Samoset.
i for a visit with his grandpartant town where their friends were
E. Brooks, former pastor of Pratt
a few days' visit at Cape Elizabeth,
I. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoch.
William A. Babcock has recently located.
Mr. and Mrs Rhama Philbrick
Miss Virginia Parker is spending Memorial M. E Church, officiating.
and resumed his duties with the
sold to Olaf Ljungstedt a lot of land
and daughters Madeline and Norma
Mr and Mrs. Meric James, daugh
a week as guest of Mr. and Mrs
I a Lucille Durette has returned have gone to their cottage at Cres N E. Telephone Co.
Miss Elsie Burbank of Rockland adjoining his property on the south.
ter
Gwendolyn James and Betsy
Andrew
Mackay
in
Arlington.
Mass.
a visit with Ter parents in cent Beach for the summer.
was maid of honor and William Jill
Mr and Mrs. Frank Benson and James of East Aurora. N. Y„ are at
Mrs.
Wilson
B
Keene
and
daugh

I villc.
Mrs. Anthony Ford and Mrs. son of Madison, brother of the son Leslie of Orange, N. J., were their Broad Cove farm, for the sum
ter Janet of Montclair, N. J , are
Mrs. Damie Gardner has gone to
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. mer. Mrs. Ruth Benner of East
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daisy Hoskins of Westfield, Mass . groom, was best man.
and Mrs. Carl Herrick of
Egypt, Mass, to be a guest at Uie
B Hall.
and
Mrs.
Virginia
Abbott
of
Pitts

Friendship and Richard Goudy of
H. O Gurdy for the summer.
ngton, D. C . are guests of Mr
The bride wore royal blue with
summer home of Mrs. T. C. Fales.
field Mass , have returned home
Hartford arc assisting them with
Mrs.
Joel
Woodward
of
Biddeford
•k's parents. Mr. and Mrs E.
white accessories, having a corsage
Lady Knox Chapter, D.AJt. will after a visit with Rockland friends of Rapture roses and sweet peas Pool passed Tuesday night at Mr. thc general work.
.Tick and other relatives .
T. and E. Club had an afternoon
hold a picnic Wednesday at the and relatives.
—■
Her attendant was dressed in fig and Mrs. George Woodward’s.
Kathleen O'Hara enter- of sewing, followed by luncheon summer home of Mrs. Hester Chase
Miss Margaret Stevens visited
Julian Frost returned today to ured silk with blue accessories, her
informally Thursday after- Wednesday at the home of Mrs. at Rockport. Luncheon will be at
Tuesday at the home of her grand
MONDAY-TUESDAY
bouquet
being
yellow
roses
and
delAttleboro. Mass . having been guest
. complimenting Mrs. Madeline Henry Jordan.
1 o’clock. Members arc asked to
mother, Mrs. Mary Hall. Miss
phineum.
since Tuesday of his aunt, Miss
es of Newton, Mass., and Miss
take dishes.
Mrs Jillson graduated from Rock Stevens is now enroute to San
Mrs. George W. Wells of Portland
Annie Fros-t. Masonic street.
■ Fuller of Boston.
land
High School in 1933. being vale Francisco.
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mr . and Mrs. F. F. Hufnagel en
dictorian
of her class, and from
When the improvements to Oak
Mrs. Anita Spear entertained
ward Carver of Rochester, N. Collamore.
tertained Monday at their new cot Wednesday at a picnic at her Pleas Farmington Normal School in the street are completed, one can enjoy
ined Mrs. Carver at the home
Mrs. Herbert Roach and children tage at Ash Point the following ant Beach cottage. Guests were class of 1935. For the past year a delightful ride from Rockland to
r parents. Mr. and Mrs. Howguests at a lobster dinner. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Merton Barstow and she has been a member of thc Mr- i Glen Cove, passing over Glen
. 'all for a weekend visit. Mrs. Barbara and George of Smyrna
Mrs Chandler S. Woolley and son children Merton, Elizabeth and Dor Lain faculty, being organist at Pratt Heights and gaining a view of PeI r lias been in the city for sev- Mills, are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Stuart, Mrs. D. E. Woolley, Mrs. othy, Mrs. Irving Austin and chil Memorial Church and prominent in ‘ nobscot Bay and the islands.
' eeks. called by the illness of Anna Nelson.
Anita Spear. Mr. and Mrs. H. W. dren Richard. Elaine and David, church activities.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater,
lothcr, who received painful
Thorndike and Mrs Kenneth Mills and Mr and Mrs. C. S. Wooley and
Mrs.
Fannie
Carleton
of
Welles

Mr. Jillson graduated from Waller daughters Vivian and Deborah and
s in a fall. Mrs. Hall Is imley. Mass . is spending the summer and daughter Marjorie.
High School in Chicago, attended son Edmund of Brewer passed last
son Stuart.
,g slowly.
with Mrs. Ada Mills.
Crane University in that city, and weekend at Mr and Mrs. Frank
Miss Flora Cole is having two
Mrs. Harold Anderson of Water Boston University.
Earle McIntosh and Mrs
Seavey's. Mr. and Mrs. Seavey
Members of Tuesday Night weeks' vacation from J. J. New bury. Conn., who was called to
The couple left for a wedding trip visited Sunday at Orne Point.
Rase, entertained at lunchberry Co store, and is visiting her Rockland by the death of her to thc West Indies, and on their re
t hursday at the Thorndike Ho- Bridge Club, were entertained this
Mrs. Joseph Donovan and two
mother Mrs. Cora E. Savage, was turn will be at Sabbattus Lake for
, onoring Mrs. George Blaney. week by Mrs. Ronald Messer in sister in North Haven.
sons of Washington, D. C., arc oc
the guest of Mr and Mrs. John O. thc summer. They will go to Lew
i ' eaves soon to make her home Warren Top bridge scores were
cupying cabins at Hall's beach.
Miss Marguerite deRochemont Stevens while here. She returned iston in the fall to make their home.
waii. Thc group later went to won by Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Drinkwater
home of Mrs. McIntosh for Guy Douglas and Mrs Anne Don and Miss Margaret Stevens went home Thursday.
of
Brewer called Monday at Mr. and
aldson. Luncheon followed play. Thursday night to Boston, to join
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Thompson
s.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bock, and sons. Gordon and Bernard, Mrs Frank Seavey's.
the University Tours group for an
Mrs. Sanford Delano is spending eight weeks’ tour of United States. daughter Beverly and his mother have returned from a trip to Fred-s, Matie Spalding entertained
'
a
week as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Among the places they will visit are Mrs. Pauline Bock from Greiyswald. |crjcton gt John and BlaclCs Har.
CUSHING
v shower Wednesday night, at
day Beach, for Mrs. Bernard William Moulaison in Brooklyn. Topeka. Kansas; Manitou. Colo.; Germany have returned to their bor, N. E , where they visited relaEXTRA!
EXTRA!
Rev. Thomas Clarke will conduct j
Salt Lake City. Los Angeles, San- home in Providence after spending fives.
ten of Thomaston. The gifts N Y
ON
TIIE
STAGE
services
Sunday
at
2.30
at
the
Bap

Francisco. Seattle, Yellow Stone Na several days with Mr. and Mrs.
NOW PLAYING
ded two silk coats and matchMrs. Streeter Webster has re tional Park, Yosemite National Harold Mason.
“COCOANUT GROVE"
onnets for Mrs. Whitten's inMr. and Mrs. Levi Gray of Bos tist Church.
TUESDAY
1
P.
M.
turned home after a week's visit in Park, and also will go into Mexico
with
Newton J. Peck and N II Street
twin daughters, who are three
ton were recent guests of their
FRED MaeMURRAY
Miss
Shirley
Dwyer
of
Tenants
Boston.
of
Woodbridge.
Conn.,
who
spent
and Vancouver.
ns old. Picnic supper at a
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Hall, Wiilow
HARRIET HILLIARD
Harbor is visiting her aunt Mrs.
two weeks at their farms here, re
tifully supplied table was an
street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory and
Members of Opportunity Class, Harold Mason.
turned Monday.
able feature. The guests were Kenneth IMignault are visiting Mr
numbering
26 and two guests, were
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Clarke and
Olive Brrzier. Mrs. Lucy Sil- and Mrs. W. H. Oxton in Milton,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Stevens ire on
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Beverage and
entertained Thursday night at thc
Mrs. Minnie Wilson, Mrs. Ar- Mass.
son
of Paterson. N. J„ are guests at
a
business
trip
to
Houlton.
children Betty and John of Southhome of Mrs. Lillian Joyce, with
,i Kalloch, Mrs. Chester Vose,
the
G. A Robbins home.
Rockland
Tel 802
bridge, Mass., were holiday week
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Doors open at 12.30. Cooking
s. James Thornton. Mrs. Hibbard
Mrs Emma Ellingwood has re
E.F A. Club met with Mrs. Fred Mrs. Ada Prescott, Mrs. Clara guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl E.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Day and
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
School starts promptly at 1.01)
ing, Mrs. Clarence Lunt, Mrs. Collamore, Wednesday afternoon, Emery and Mrs. Winnie Kellar as Freeman, Glen Cove.
turned home to Orono after spend daughter Betsy of Springfield,
P.
M.
Regular
show
directly
arles Smith and1 daughter Vir- Mrs. L. F. Chase. Mrs. Orrin Smith, sisting. Mrs. Clara Gregory gave
ing the holidays with her sister, Mass., are at the Wheelock bunga
after. Regular prices admits to
la, Mrs. Enoch Clark. Mrs. Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook and Miss the Scripture reading and Mrs. Eda
Mrs. Loretta Glendenning enter Mrs. F. O. Cormier, 17 Crescent low for three weeks.
•ace Vose*. Mrs. Earle Woodcock, Daphne Winslow winning honors at Post led the Circle Prayer. It was tained W.I.N. Club last night at her street.
Mrs. Emma Daniels of Malden,, Cooking School and Picture Pro
Alton Grover, Mrs. Geneva bridge. Luncheon was served at voted to work on hospital supplies North Main street home, honors at
Mass., ts guest at Gray House, as is j gram.
the next few weeks. The visiting cards falling to Mrs. Phyllis Norton,
Mrs Warwick Vose. Mrs. Dana the close of the game.
Miss Esther French of Portland also Miss Rachel Wilcox of North
committee for June reported 79 Mrs. Bernice Freeman and Mrs. is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George ampton, Mass.
Miss Leila Clark. Miss Edna
TODAY
and Miss Margaret ThornMrs. Charles Emery was hostess calls, Mrs Fannie Pinkham and Florence Knowlton.
Shaw, Talbot avenue. Nothing (un
WILLIAM
BOYD
Something of a "wild goose chase”
. Thomaston and Miss Anna to Mite Club members. Thursday at Miss Blanche Sylvester being ap
usual In that, but on Tuesday the
in
*ue of Boston. Lovely bou- her Spruce Head camp. A tempting pointed for July. A missionary col
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Holt and Shaws initiated her into the mys
"PRIDE OF TIIE WEST"
; of cut roses were used for fish chowder, prepared by Mrs. Na lection was taken. At the conclu daughters of Newport, R. I., are teries of deep sea fishing and she i
than Cobb, was served at picnic din sion of the business meeting Mrs. visiting Mrs. Holt's parents, Mr. emerged highline with a Tecorri j
(rations.
i
ner. Contract honors were award Christine Dorr conducted an intel and Mrs. James Doherty. They will breaking haddock, variously esti
i«»._
iruises arranged, steamship tick- ed Mrs. Ha .‘y,'Leon. Mrs. A. D. ligence test and several games, pre also visit Mr. Holt's sister in Bar mated in weight from 17 to 71
to all parts of the world. M. F. Morey and Mrs. Cobb. Mrs. Leon senting Mrs. Clara Emery in a read Harbor, and while there will super pounds. It is expected that a course
ejoy, 146 Talbot avenue, Tel. and Miss Priscilla Noddln were spe ing. The hostesses served refresh intend the building of a lodge In ln deep sea fishing will be in the BOYS
AVIATION CAPS
cial guests
JOtU.
7-J, Rocklad
16-S-tf
ments,
Tyler School curriculum next year.

Al’s Hairdressing Salon

And Barber Shop

£

JULY
Pin-It-Up
LAMP

This $2.25 Value

IDEAL FOR

CAMPS...

COTTAGES...

PORCHES...

I

f

Advertising In

THIS
PAPER

CMC

PARK^

Is a
Good Investment

Every-Other-Da 1
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Approved Stands

Study Shrimp Life
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R

EALM OF

** CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN. A.S.C.A.P.

Mu

SIC
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad

Rosina and Josef Lhevlnne. plan- Stellman, soprano, and Donaid
Ists. who have been Camden visitors Dickscn. baritone,
in the past, are in Denver. Col. ( Friday night is always known as
conducting a master class at the “Artist s Night,-' and at that time
Lamont Music School until July 30 the fascinating Bidi Savao will be
Josef Hofmann has just returned tne star. She was heard at Claik
from his European tour, arriving University in Worcester last winin this country on the Queen Mary ! ter, when her voice, personality
on July 4.
! and beauty won her an unforget• • • •
table triumph. Mme. Savao will
Many of us have heard the fa- sing arias with orchestra and songs
mous Italian tenor, Beniamino with piano
Gigli? either in opera or by means j The Festival will end with the '
of phonograph records One night opera. “Rigoletto,-' by Verdi, given
recently London’s Covent Garden in an English translation, so that
was crowded for the opera "La Bo- for the first time many will realize
heme." The audience, which in the dramatic power of the story
cluded members of the royal family based on Victor Hugo's "Le Roi
was listening to Gigli in the Paris s’amuse.” In the cast will be
garret scene. He lighted a property Charles Hackett as the Duke. Jose-!
stove, but a real fire started, not' phine Antoine as Gilda, and Donald
the harmless red glow supposed to Dickson in the name party. Incibe given off by an electrical de- dentally when I heard “Rigoletto”
vice, and quickly smoke filled the j in Boston a few years ago Miss
stage. Gigli, without missing a note. Antoine was the Gilda.
stepped to the wings, got a bucket j
• • • •
of water, and threw it on the fire
Albfrt stoe55el wil> again l*ad
A second bucket did the trick, and a«hestra and chorus. The chorus
the opera went on.
•
wlU number about 450 volce5' and I
Gigli, now 48 vears old, sang at wiu hav* 1,1
a “chorus
the Metropolitan for 13 seasons within a chorus" meaning the opera
He left in 1932 after a quarrel over , group
the management's policy of volun
If any of our readers are inter
tary salary cuts. At that time he
ested in having more detail concern
was called the world's highest-paid
ing the Festival, its prices, etc?
Italian singer, and reports had it
same may be obtained by communi
that for four seasons he was re
cating with Worcester County Mu
ceiving a total of $2’75.OOO.
sic Festival Association. Worcester.
Mass.
Bettina and- Natalie Hall, lovely
sisters who have visited Frank
In the July issue of Etude is an
Bibb's beautiful Camden summer
article “Art Means Preparation" by
home while students with him. are
Mine Sayao. Here is a brief ex
principals in "Show Boat" which cerpt to give you r,n idea of the ex
opened the operetta season at Ran cellent advice contained therein:
dall's Island. New York
“The most wholesome way for
• • • »
the young singer to proceed is to
In my hands is the announce- roncentrate first Qn voice A pian.
ment pamphlet of the 79th Worcesmu$t
an instrument
ter Music Festival -Oct. 3-8. and fore hp fan learn to manage jt
It is exciting reading. What a list
slnger musu build hLs Qwn
of artists—Albert Spaldmg. violin- strument be!ore he can use ,t
1st; Harold Bauer, pianist; Bid’> 1 Leave the songs, the arias, the actSayao. Brazilian soprano; Josephine ing. the gestures, and all the other
Antoine, soprano; Charles Hack necesssary adjuncts of finished ar
ett, tenor; Agnes Davis, soprano; tistry. until the sheer mechanics
John Gurney, baritone, and others of singing are in good order and
of note.
under sure control. I have been
In the past, so this advance an studying singing for 16 years, hav
nouncement tells us. it was the ing begun at the unusually early age
policy of the Worcester Festival to of 14 Such an early start for other
allot certain programs to choral youngsters is not recommended, but
works and others to purely orches in my case the voice was there and
tral compositions. The nature of its training was begun. During the
tlie choral pieces chosen for the first four years, studying was de
1938 Festival makes it possible to voted to scales and exercises exoBer a series of programs that will c]U£ively At the end of that period
consist of a combination of choral y
al]owed {o sjng tWQ Qr lhn?a
and orchestral compositions and simpl<? songs. and j weU remember
provide equal opportunity for botn the raplure p gaw m<? t0 slng
vocal and instrumental soloists words instead of vowel sounds. But
The gain in variety and attractive those four years of concentrated
ness is easily apparent. It does vocal study gave me a knowledge of
not mean, however, that the chorus, my voice and a steady control over
backbone of the Worcester Festival, it that have been invaluable to my
will be relegated to a less important
career."
role. On the contrary, it w”.i be
• • • •
heard in just as many works as in
Madge: "Why do you prefer
the past, taking an important part Wagner?”
in each one of the evening concerts.
Marjorie: “Because he composes
The opening tones of the Festival about the only kind of music one
will be those of Bach's noble setting can hear above the conversation."
of the sturdy Luther Chorale—“A
—Troy Times-Record
Mighty Fortress Ls Our God." Wal
ter Damrosch has orchestrated the
original chorale-prelule that pre
cedes the stunning climax of tlie
chorale tune itself proclaimed by
the full chorus, orchestra and or
By Pauline Ricker
gan On this same program Albert
Rockland
Breakwater, July 8 —
Spalding will play Beethovens
Miss
Frances
Pearson of Wyndy
Concerto for violin and orchestra,
probably the greatest work of its Haugh and Brooklyn has left for
kind. Choru* and vocal soloists Bar Harbor for a visit with Mrs.
.Agatha LewLs
soprano. Grace Henry Tallmadge of New York.
Miss Eleanor Sears’ yacht The
Leslie, contralto. William Ham,
Constellation,
was anchored last
tenor, and Glenn Darwin, baritone,
landing.
will do "The Ordering of Moses," night near the• •Samoset
• «
a choral and orchestral work by R.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Ellison of
Nathaniel Dett. Negro composer. It
Boston were luncheon guests today.
is cast in the form of a short ora
Mr. and Mrs. George Loder of
torio and makes extensive use of
Montclair departed for Bar Harbor
the Negro-spiritual "Go Down
Maaes" in picturing the trials of after a short visit at The Samoset.
Among those fishing at Lake Methe children of Israel.
gunticook
were Stuart Buck. Wil
A highlight on the Tuesday eve
ning program will be the perfor liam Collins, Robert Collins and
mance by Harold Bauer and the or ! Lawrence Stirling.
• • • •
chestra of Brahm s Concerto in B
Arrivals Include Mrs. George
flat Major.
Montgomery, Milford. Dela.; Mr
Wednesday
wcu.^ua., afternoon
------------ is the »^r- and Mrs A D. Williams. Richmond,
chestral concert for young oiks
Major
L Hanscom and
Major
and the evening program will be
Mrs. Hanscom, Buffalo; Misses
all Beethoven-Brahms. Probably
Johanna and Claire Jaeger. Phila
when Beethoven ls mentioned, most delphia;' Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Burn
people think of the Fifth Symphony
ham, Newton, Mass.
In C. Minor, and this is the work
• • • •
that opens this program. The other
There are many entries in the
work listed is the Brahms Requiem. Kickers' Tournament which L’
In spite of its title the Brahms Re scheduled for today and tomorrow.
quiem Is not a gloomy work It has
none of the terrors of the Judg
POVERTY AND WEALTH
ment Day so vividly depicted ir.
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
Verdi's theatrical setting of the Two classes of bees in this old earth—.
Bees of honey and human birth;
Roman ritual, but stresses a deep The
Insects gather their food in combs,
faith in immortality and an all But humans, alas, oft have no homes.
loving Deity.
Musically, it is Human bees have no earthly freedom
of earth have thus decreed
Brahms at his greatest, and the The lords
them:
choral writing Ls of a kind that The aged must give place to youth
places ihe work in the category of Though facing poverty ln truth.
such immortal works as Bach's. St. It's the almshouse for the sad old man
Matthew Passioned Beethovens
"'Srs
MLssa S( lemnis. The soloists fcr IIs to be «» happy as bees and flowers,
'.his Brahms number will be Maxine 1 aoCx1WMj
Fr“nk T. MacDonald

At The Samoset

Carl Reed of Owl’s Head
Is Conducting Experi
ments This Season

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Roadside Vegetable V
dors Are Co-operat
With State Drive

Stating that the Departmen
An extensive survey of Maine
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
i Agriculture's approved roaa
coast waters to study the move
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
stand program was now at
ments and habits of shrimp and
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
start of its 9th season, markf
Maine's waterfront.
to locate potential summer fish
chief Charles M. White, today
ing grounds was launched by the
quested Maine farmers to a
Department of Sea and Shore
Ahoy, Barkentine!
day from Westbrook. After a flve- this plan in an effort jo obtain
Fisher.es. today.
Commissioner Marine Editor, Courier-Gazette:— daV vlsit wlth thelr daughter, Mrs. ter prices and more profits. I
With clear, light air and visibility k. O. Goff, Richard Goff returned cations of good co-operation is
Arthur R. Greenleaf said that fish
fair,
I recently got underway for i
them for several weeks' stay, this year through the fact tha
ermen Carl Reed of Owls Head
and Richard Little of Brl-tol had Castle Island. Boston Harbor. Had 1 Mrs Prank Alley and five of her stands have already applied for
been engaged, with their boats, for a good run down and then cruised children from Rockland are with sign as against a total of 34
the work. They will conduct an around the island for new sights.
Mr Alley at tbe
during tlx? year, he said.
An outstanding feature of
experimental fishery under the , Anchored off in the stream was a summer vacation,
supervision of W. C. Harrington, barkentine rigged auxiliary yacht. I Miss June S0011 of Whiting is program ls the confidence that
investigation expert of the U. S. about 200 feet over all, and as ■ guest of Mr and Mrs Clifton Morse sign gives purchasers, accord im
White. Of attractive design
pretty a sight as one comes across jfor several days.
Bureau of Fisheries.
gives
an official stamp of appr
| Mrs- Earl Ly°ns is making an exGreenleaf expects the work to very seldom now.
1 require several weeks and regular
My thought was if I hod a Job tended vislt wlth Mr and Mrs MaV' to the stands using it and giiai
tees quality products. In ordei
reports on the progress of the paying $25 a month and board, like nard OBrien. Mr Lyons was reapply for the sign and to u»
I
had
in
Camden
in
1884
I
would
cently
transferred
to
the
local
boats will be made. Reed started
this morning to work the eastern i like to charter her and go to Rock- Coast Guard station from Plum the stands must fulfill cer
qualifications and a strict insi
waters of the coast while Little is i land and take out the Marine Edi Island.
tion service is maintained.
Everett
L.
Marston
of
the
Coast
working to the westward.
I tor, The Roving Reporter, The
Records show that a majorlt.
The Department hopes to estab- News writer and Frank Winslow Guard and his family have moved
from
Rockland
to
the
R
R.
Dunn
housewives
like to ride into
lish a year around shrimp fishery I for a sail in the Bay and show 'em
to provide employment for many a square-rigger under sail; fore sail, cottage at Rocky Hill Point for the country and buy their vegeta
fresh from the gardens, he £.
fishermen and factory workers lower and upper top-s'ls to'gallant'sl summer.
This
opens sip a splendid opiwrt
The
Ernest
Harmon
family
will
Greenleaf said that dealers and and royal, mains'l and spanker,
move here soon from the ’Keag. ity for roadside enterprises, he
packers had assured him that main and mizzen gaff tops'ls.
lieves.
there would be a good sale for the
What a picture that would be to They will occupy L. R. Dunn's small
Certain practices by some st
catches.
show the folks on shore assembled bungalow near the station.
owners
have been hurting the b
------------------I to see the sights. You Uncle Sam
Bass Harbor Head
ness as a whole and the prog
with his vessels of war would have
I
There has been much fog and of approved signs was fonnul:»
min the past month. Considering as a result, he said.
I
The signs are furnished by
A B. Crocker
•Capt. Isaac Cottle" th« unfavorable weather, the gardens look fine, and green peas will Department on a lease plan f
— A Home Harbor. July 7.
season to season. In order to
| soon be ready to pick.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
cure ona of these farmers must
Many
visitors
arrive
daily
to
look
As usual, the "Old Man" is just
Portland Head
erate a stand where at least
over
the
station.
Keeper
Reed
is
behind the times. I have been read
Mrs Sarah Webster and son Ed- always ready (<) show th€m arQUnd percent of the products sold
ing latcrly cf the sporty fisherman gar Webe=ter of Danvers. Mass., were
OMPOSER, pianist, educator and grand opera "Shanewis” and many
The station is in a particularly either produced on his farm
having great luck catching striped hoIiday guests at the home of R T
lecturer on Indian music. Charles other works.
beautiful
location and there is a within a radius of 25 miles,
Wakefield Cadman, a.s.c.a p, holds Performances by great symphony : sea bass on the Maine coast. I Sterling.
| flne vjew oj tbe xsiands
products must be packed so
a distinguished place in the roster orchestras over large radio net
never had the pleasure of meeting
Mrs Clyde Grant and daughter | visitors ]ast weekend were Mr the faces of the package will
works maintain his high standing in
of American composers.
cne of the tribe
Patricia of Cape Elizabeth passed and Mfs Qrman Bragg and daugh. present the average quality of
Johnstown. Pa., saw him first, the American Society of Composers,
In one prospectus of Maine. I last weekend at Mrs F O Hilt's,
descendent of a long line of Revo Authors and Publishers (abcap),
ters Joyce. Mary and Patricia. Din whole.
lutionary War patriots. His music which licenses his compositions for i find under the head. "Fishing:"
George Griffin of Portland re
The stand must be located
line descends from great-grand public performance for profit. He ! "From the sea one can take full cently visited his niece Mrs R T. ner guests Sunday were Mrs Mary
that the motorist may park « '
Staples
of
Southwest
Harbor,
and
father Wakefield, builder of the is also a member of the National
share of rock cod. cunner and floun Sterling.
first pipe organ west of the Alle- Institute of Arts and Letters, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sprague of put danger from passing tri I
ders, mackerel, pollock, haddock
ghanies He was church organist Doctor of Music at University of
Clyde Grant called Tuesday on Manset daughter Emily .and son It must be neat and clean.
in Pittsburgh, music critic of the Southern California and Wolcott
and large cod. Increasing in size F O. Hilt.
"With the increasing use of
Glenroy.
Pittsburgh Dispatch, director of Conservatory of Music, Denver.
with cu k and halibut, until the
Commissioner of lighthouses. H
music at the Wolcott Conservatory Now resides in San Diego, Califor
sign, the consumer is recogn.
Recent
callers
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
man-sized
’
class
is
reached
in
the
In Denver and the University of nia. His latest orchestral work,
D. King of Washington. D C. in William Manchester of Northeast that at the stand displaying
700 or 800-pound tuna." I am spected the station Tuesday
Southern California. Educated al "Dark Dancers of the Mardi Gras.'
Harbor. Mr and Mrs. Clard Mur sign strictly fresh farm produc
most entirely by Pittsburgh music with Cadman as pianist, was played
familiar with all except the tuna.
The 240th Coast Artillery. Maine phy of Somesville. and Mrs. Gard excellent quality can be secu
twice by the Milwaukee Symphony
teachers.
In “Maine Invites You.” I find National Guard once again are in
Orchestra, the Detroit Symphony
ner Lawson of Southwest Harbor. according to White.
His interest in Indian music took Orchestra and the New York Phil
this
item: "Striped sea bass were quarters at Port Williams. We have
him to the reservations at Omaha harmonic.
Farmers interested in partic
Mrs. Charles Oott, Mrs. Emily Howe
caught near the mouths of the rivers ^eii notified to open windows, seand Winnebago. Collaborates most
Cadman says. “Only one-fifth of
ing in this program should i
and
Miss
Harriet
Williams
of
Mc

frequently with Nelle Richmond all Indian thematic material is
last year though only in ,-ma.l num- cure pjctures mirrors, etc., during
application to the Departmeii
Kinley.
Eberhart, a.b.c.a.p., with whom he valuable in the hands of a composer,
bers. and it is a fact that more firing
• • • •
composed "At Dawning.” "From the and is suitable for harmonic in
Agriculture at Augusta, he sai
of them have been seen the past,
Fourth lasted two days with
Land of the Sky Blue Water.” the vestment.”
Squirrel Point
two years than for some time
us—picnic dinner and supper SunWe have had such a cold rainy children have two pet turtles
I callate them air fellars muster day and Monday there were i6 ln
spring it does not seem as thcugn a pigeon came last Tuesday
sneaked in after I left the Maine the party.
. ,
seemed rather tired and very
coast in 1885. I never hern tell
Mrs. W. W. Griffin of Portland ,1 *;an be July
Keeper and Mrs Seavey were in gry. It has a band on one le{
of ’em.
was guest over the holiday of Mrs
Bath Friday and were much pleased we cannot get near enough
Noah Webster in one of his popu- R T Sterling
band indicate
(Continued from Page One)
Camden Garden Club was hostess 'ar volume-, writes: "Bass in the
p
Arthur Harlow. Byron t0 ;ee deeper and Mrs Woodward to tell what the
• • • •
We
hope
they
have
a
fine
vacation
club. Delegates from 21 states reg- northern States of America, this
and Mrs w c
were on a
Deer Isle Thorofaie
the schools. The past year
the istered at Whitehall Inn for
the name is given to a striped fish
motor rJde Wednesday after in the old home town.
Keeper
Robinson was calleWe en toyed our flM green peas
club has had a membership in the three day session when Mrs. O W. which grows to the weight of 25 to noon.
Harrington recently by the ill
this
seek
and
found
’
.hem
veil
national Audubon Society.
Dynes president of the National 30 Pounds and which enters the
• • • •
of his mother. Robert Smith
tasty.
Through the efforts of the Road- Counc11 and Mrs Joseph
of
em^Bh^vV^
White Head
stltuted during his absence.
Keeper
Seavey
and
family
spent
Walpole. Mass , regional vice presigive cm fish, say I. As
Mr. and Mrs.^Frank Staph
The gorgeous display of fireworks last Sai urday at Cape Newa?er..
side Development Committee It has dent presided #t {he meeting The for me. j think a cunner. fresh
Brooklin
were recent visitors
been possible to save two lovely old business sessions were held after out of water, rolled in corn meal,shown in Rockland and Camden , They were pleased to meet Keeper
elm trees from being cut down on which delegates enjoyed luncheons *r*ed nice and brown in pork fat Ls were plainly visible here and great- Davis' family and hope they may also Mrs. W. L..Howell with Ji
the main highway, in the center teas, dinners, motor trips, a musicale
"ice a pan fish as whisks a tail ly enjoyed Several r«sldents of , call to see them before the summer and Jacquetine of Prospect H
of the town and a large and un- and many social attentions.
'Ht water. I do not claim to Spruce Head Island also had bril- U over. They also met many other made us a visit. There have
8
T
, .
be a sport, but I have a pleasant
liant displays. friends both native and summer been several other callers.
sightly sign on a curved comer
11 seemea 1Qgicai tnat tne cam- recoUectjon Q{ the cunner of mv
R E gcott of Clark Island spent residents.
We have been busy lately
which interfered with highway den club ^ing the oldest Garden
Tuesday at the home of H. W. An- ' Miss Myrtle Seavey has employ- Ing wild strawberries, next <
safety has also been removed.
c^ub in Maine- should act as first Thereau visited Cape Cod in 1851 drews. Norton's Island.
i ment at Newagen Inn for the sum- the haying.
We were able to get a very
The Elm St triangle Conway hosUss t0 the Natior‘al Counc11-es" and he writes: “Sailed with tavern
L. R. Dunn, officer-ln-charge of mer
Memorial and the arch at the en- peciaIly as th? Maine ^^ration ke?per Winslow who was going out the Coast Guard station, is on a Seals and small herring are picture of the schooner Bov
was organized in Camden, and a mackereling
Seven men. each 15-day furlough.
plentiful in the river but there Is as she passed by and also ol
cabin cruiser Kauilani which bi
trance to Camden are now under member of the Camden club. Mrs. bearing an armful of wood and one
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Beal and no bass as yet.
the supervision of the Roadside De- E A. Robbins served as first presi- FOme potatoes, got into the boats two daughters of Port Clyde reThe new destroyer Sampson off the Light.
We are still looking forwar
velopment Committee The triangle dent and Miss Bessie Bowers asand rowed to a schooner of 43 tons cently passed 48-hour liberty with looked majestic as she passed down
has been re-landscaped this year. Hrst secretary
They expected to be gone about a Mrs. Beals parents at Nortons river Monday and Wednesday a visit from Keeper Wells.
Owing to a clear night July
morning. There seemed to be a
lilacs have been planted near the!
„Sta,<\d she W0Uld not week. Fresh mackerel which they, Bland.
were able to enjoy the firewoi .
arch, and the hospital grounds are *
?*r dUty aS retlrln<1 carried to Boston."
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Cheney and goodly crowd of people on board.
Church services were held at Stonington and other places.
now being landscaped This will president without expressing gratij had the experience of going two children of Libby Island
The Eastern Yacht Club flee* v
be a two or three year project. All tUde 10 M”
and her famiJy a-mackereling though I was landed Light have been visiting Mr. and Phippsburg Center recently, bea very pietty sight as it saile
for
enhancing
and
preserving
the
on
an
island
before
we
got
out
of
Mrs.
Forrest
Cheney
of
the
Coast
ginning
the
summer
season.
i
these projects are being financed
natural beauties of Camden and ,be harbor (Henry David and The Guard.
Miss Juanita Seavey will enter'recerltlyby the club.
In Mav 150 scrapbooks were expre’sed regret that the awards saunterer are 50-50 on mackerel- ' Miss Vernetta Foss who attends Gorham Normal school in Septembought for nature work in the
,** dUfontinued this year-. ing.i This sailing on salt water Tenants Harbor High School, is at ber. She has employment at SouthV
Mrs. Bok also regrets her inability ’ was something new to me. I was her home at G. Lester Alley's.
port for the summer,
schools and later cash prizes and
to make the awards which is due steersman and learned the mean- Keeper and Mrs A. J. Beal and
Our household and out-uf-door
bird cards from the Audubon So, ,
.
i Id business conditions, as well as inp of some nautical phrases "luff" daughter Eleanor returned Tues- pets are rapidly increasing. The
ciety were awarded winners in the,,^
_____
ne,
™ "au“cal
lun_
,
j the decreased numbers of entries, to keep the boat close to the wind
!• —
contest. Two subscriptions to Na- i
... ..
..
, . .
> Mrs. Willey then asked for a rising till the sails begin to flap; "bear
ture Magazine were presented to,,
.
„
. vote of thanks to Mrs Bok and ex- away." to put the sail more at right
buUdine
W0 8—0116
01 e8C press€d her appreclation to club ang]es wlth the wind; a “close haul"

-From Indian to Modern Music-
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GARDEN CLUB AT WHITEHALL

READ THE AD

*"7^lnterested
, when the sails are brought and
d '
"r 1rt . .
, belayed nearly or qulte ln llne with
m I n V
*he VMSe1' <B>’ thU “me' Seaman
and efficient!} in com- ThoreaU could qualify as an A. B.)
and G^dpn Club activities July 31: Went off early this momXn“?h
“w
y“r' ‘n« to cateh 1x155 wlth the sma11
Whe" the Stat*
dlVl*d tat0^Uh I had found on the sand the
regions, had served on the State night before. Two boys killed some
and a great successful exhibit.
There were eight classes on tte! con'5ervatlon committee, since the striped bass in a shallow creek In
federation was organized in 1931. the sand. I caught a bass with
schedule and four special exhibits.
and is now chairman of conserva a young hake (perchance) trailing
The first seedling sale was held
tion in Medomak district. It was 30 feet behind. They catch them I
at that time, the proceeds to be
through her efforts in 1933 that a in England in a trawl-net. Some
used for landscaping the hospital
conservation committee was ap times they weigh 75 pounds here.
grounds.
pointed in the Camden Club, when They catch bass also with squid.
A history of the Camden club
she served as chairman and started
Thoreau also found samphire
since Its organization was written
,
, , , the successful program which ls be- (salicomia) which they pickle, also
by Mrs. Willey for the year book , ing carrjed QUt lp thp
Mr.
a prickly kind of samphire which
of the Garden Club Federation of
Willey served on the Roadside Beau- I suppose is saltwort or salsola
Maine.published in 1936. At the
tification Committee sponsored by j Caroliniana. I have not eaten samannual Federation meeting at
the Portland Sunday Telegram, and phire greens for many a year.
Rangeley In 1937. the Camden club
was uiie of the Judges—and was
N. C. C. 2
was presented a conservation medal
local chairman of the fall confer
Somerville. Mass . July 5.
by Mrs. S. V. R. Crosby, president
ence held In Camden in October. ”
of the New England Wildflower
Preservation Society, for the most |
meritorious work, of any of the 47
NEW YORK LIFE
clubs in the state In a conservation
INSURANCE CO.
CALL
contest.
T. R. McPHAIL
The fall conference of the Na
HAVENER’S ICE CO
Special Agent
tional Council and New England ANNUITIES. LIFE INSURANCE
Tel. 792
Region of Garden Clubs were guests
THOMASTON, TEL 11-13
88*56tf
76*85
of the Maine Federation when the
The first spring flower show was
held at the Camden Yacht Club
May 24 at which time Mrs. Leon
___ * ____
Bryant
gave___
an| interesting talk on
"Beauty from Bulbs." The am,™
show
which was staged jointly* with “the
Belfast club, was most attractive

i

Land

of PLAY and SUNSHINE ....
Enjoy the vacation of your life In this vacation paradiae where the pine-scented s
always fresh and cool. A 5000-acre private estate for your pleasure — an 18-hole prgolf course at your front door—plenty of clay tennis courts—well-schooled saddle ho .
and endleaa miles of inviting bridle paths — invigorating bathing and sunny, su 1;
beaches. Two delightful hotels, Poland Spring House and Mansion House—open May .
November for 143rd season. Write for illustrated booklet L.

For “ICE” Service

Box 68

POLAND SPRING SPA,

Poland spring, mai

